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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Tuesday
September 19,2006

Strength over spinach

Volume 101, Issue 23
WWV.BGNFWSOOM '

Get in the
"freedom"
zone at Union

By Cassandra Shofar
Reporter

Students question
validity of freespeech zone on cam-

With the recent nationwide
E. coli scare, the University
didn't lake any chances
1 riday.
As
soon
as
Dining Sen ices
learned thai
some states
s ii r ^
rounding
Ohio

pus | Page 3

iPod lets
colleges reach
out to student
I

University podcasts
a.med at letting prospects in on college

with I.. coll ridden spinach, they
took action.
"We pulled all our spinach before
Ohio "as even [on the Federal
Drug Administration list], which
it became later In the day,"
said (iail I inan. director of
University Dining Sen ices,
"Our prime food supplier,
Gordon loud Services,
told us thai they'd credit
our spinach supply, so
we weni ahead and
pulled ii all."

I man

sail!

she

life | Page 3

though) the University was wry
proat rive upon learning about the
issue and had all the spinach urine

before breakfast was served Friday.
"We wanted to be precautionary anil it's a good thing we did

because I Ihio became Ian officially
contaminated state; later that day,"
I inan said.
The Unhrersit] also issued an ein,ill to students Friday concerning
the situation and has put up signs
around all dining areas indicating the FDA warning and that they

won't be serving raw spinach until
further notice,
I■:. i oli is an enterohacterium
Escherichiacoli) that is used in
public health as an indicator of
Fecal pollution (as oi water
r ^^m
or food) and in medicine
0t
and genetics

Al-Qaida warns

Pope about the
goals of war
The group based in

Tennis starts
season strong
at home
Falcons claim three
singles titles and one

has three main sources for public health related information
and issues.
BG gels relatively frequent
updates from the Centers for
Disease Control on issues ot con

invite | Page 9

Astronauts
aboard ISS
face down spill

City says party's

An oxygen generator
spills a toxic irritant.

over after five days

Sketch of
baby snatcher
released
slashed the mother's
throat and abducted
the infant| Page 7

Cincinnati
filling the
gap between
arenas
City hires an Atlantabased developer to
fill the four-block
gap in between the
towns major sports
stadiums. New
development will

.

include shopping and
restaurants! Page 5

What are your
views on same-sex
marriage?

LEO JENNINGS.
Freshman. Philosophy

By Lisa Halvarstadt
City News Editor '
Front lawns boasting beet
cms. uncut grass and ratinfested couches must now be
cleaned up within five days ol
a city notice.
I hatsthe word from Bowling
Green (iiv Council, which
ruled at its meeting last night
to shorten the time between
notification and action.

Prevlouslyf

residents and

landlords had 15 days to bag
the litter and cut the grass after
receiving a letter from the city.
Megan \ewlove. president
of council, said she believes
the new ordinance vv ill ensure
unsightly yards are dealt with
in a timely manner.
"II there are problems getting people to dealt up. this
would solve the problem,"
she said.
And while city police frequently deal with littered
yards after outdoor panics,
the new ordinance is meant lo
resolve issues lhal prove more
troubling.
Howling Green Police Chief

By Lisa Halvarstadt
City news editor

allowed to make
their own decision." |

Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 64, Low: 46

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy

"If there are problems getting people
to clean up, this
would solve the
problem."
Gary Spencer said party situations are usually cas\ lot officers to handle.
"Most of the people are preli\ compliant with us." he saitl.

We ask them to dean it up and
the) da"
Residents are most often
,ul\ ised to clean up within an
hour or lace a ci\ il Infraction,
Spencer said,
Bui the ordinance is meant

to deal with more stubborn littereis and (hose aren't necessarily students.
loiinZant.mlino. I lead of the
council's community improve
mem committee, said the two
civil infractions given for liiSee CLEAN | Page?

BG councilwoman re-signs, plans to
finish law degree at Ohio Northern
.

"People should be

may live as harmless inhabitants
of the human lower intestine
or may produce a toxin causing intestinal illness," according
to the Vlerriam Webster online
dictionary.
Since II. coli has different
strains, how it affects the body
depends on which one is ingested.
"F.. coli is normal bacteria
thai is found in our gut,

Egelman said the University

doubles titles at own

Woman allegedly

as a research organism, and thai
occurs in various strains thai

bowels," said Dr. (llenn
Egelman,
director and physicianin-chief of Student
Health Services. "The
issue is thai there is a
strain — 0157:117 — that is
invasive and that causes
abdominal pain, bloody
diarrhea, a fever, nausea ...
it's nasty."

conquers | Page 8

Page 7

Gail Fman | Director of University Dining Services

In the intestines, inihe

Iraq said conflict will
continue until Islam

gloves and masks |

"We wanted to be precautionary and it's a
good thing we did because Ohio became
[an officially contaminated state] later that
day."

Bowling
Green
City
Councilwoman
Sarah
Tomashefski re-signed last
night in a letter read to council
members and constituents al
the city council meeting.
Tomashefski, who served as
a council al large member for
more than six years, said in
the letter she was forced to
resign in order to complete her
law degree at Ohio Northern
University.
Despite
the
upcoming
November elections, council members will appoint a
new council-at-large member

within 30 days.
Council president Megan
Newiove said she and the rest
of the council were surprised

by the announcement.
Newiove said she expects
. thcBowlingCSrven I )emocratic
Party to recommend another candidate since the local
patty suggested Tomashefski
as a potential candidate earlier this year when former
council-at-large member lohn
Muni stepped down from the
position.
Tomashefski was not present at last night's meeting and

stated in her letter that hei resignation was effective Immediately.

Giving back
to BGSU

cern. Student 1 lealth Serviceshas
aCDC laboratory that hasalist for
laboratory issues. Information is
also received from the American
College Health Association.
TrVe take the role of public health very seriously, so
that's why we're on lop of this,"
Egelman said.
Senior Alison
Washburn
agreed that the University
handled the situation well and
thought that sending an e-mail
right away was a good approach
to let everyone know.
"They were good at informing students." said Washburn,
who initially found out about the
issue from her mother.
Throughout 19 stales and over
100 people across the country
— 10 from Ohio — who have
become victims of the outbreak,
only iwo deaths have been
reported so far, according lo
Nevvs9 at WTOV9.com and The
Associated Press.
t Ine death was of a 77-yearold Wisconsin woman, who
died of kidney failure related to
E. coli and the other, a toddler.
See E. COLI | Page 2

Ordinance will reclassify
violations of city laws

makes cents

By Kristin Schweitzer
Reportp'

By Magan Schmidt

If you're given a ticket lot
jaywalking, it will no longer
be listed on your permanent

te city is not
attempting to
create a new list of
civil infractions but
rather a new way
of administering
them."

record.
After years of shelling out
thousands of dollars to earn
a degree, giving more money
to the University is probably
one of the last thoughts to
cross a senior's mind.
Hut as state funding for
public universities continues
(0 dwindle, ken Mclnlyre,
coordinator of the Believe in
ISO senior gift project, said
there is much al stake for the
class of 2007 — and classes
thai follow— If Students don't

donate to BGSU.
"If alumni leave here and
don't give donations, the
University begins to slide
backwards in its progress,''
he said.
\ BGSU degree
becomes worth less and less.
I hat's why Mclntyre and a
group ol undergraduates are
renewing last year's Believe
in BG campaign — a fundraiser organized by a committee of students — to educate their peers aboul the
importance of giving back to
the University.
today and tomorrow, the
Believe in BG will hold two
"Legacy Lunch" informaiion
sessions to recruit commit
tee members and brainstorm
ideas on what the class of
2007 will do with money it

earns for the senior gift,
Hut all students, not just
seniors, are invited to take
part in the project, Mclntyre
said.
This year. Mclntyre hopes
funds raised bv the class of
2007 will dwarf the S4.000
earned by the class of 2006.
One reason last year's campaign struggled was because
poor tundraising in previous years set the bar too low,

Mclntyre said.
"I lad each freshman class
come in |to BGSUI and
watched three other classes
Sec DONATIONS I Paqe 6

A new civ il infraction ordinancewasenacted earlier this
month. It gives police officers
another option of punishment for people who violate
city codes and was modeled
after ones in Cincinnati and
Oxford, Ohio.
The city waited almost a
year alter it developed the
ordinance to put it into effect
in hopes of ensuring thai
Bowling Green residents are
knowledgeable about what
could happen lo them if they
receive a ticket.
"We have been slow at acting on it because we want the
citizens lo be fully informed
of il," said lohn Fawcett. city

tors have attempted to lei
people know about the new
ordinance, it doesn't mean
they're listening.
"We've reached everyone
in town. Do people pay attention to it? Thai's another mailer."
Jacqueline Simpkins, a
senior, is content with the
new ordinance, but wishes
for more.
"1 like the change, but I
think thai if they are going
to change the system they
should go back through and
take any previous offenses
committed on the list off
people's permanent record,"
she said.
Offenses listed in the
ordinance are not new and
have always been illegal,
but the process of dealing
with offenders is what has
changed.
"The city is not attempting
to create a new list of civil
infractions but ralher a new
way of administering them,"
Fawcett said.
The offenses listed in the
ordinance were previously
considered
misdemeanor
offenses and would go on the
person's permanent record.
"We all do stupid things,"
Spencer said. "[The ordinance creates] a tool for officers and zoning people to do
something besides hand out
criminal offense tickets."
A civil case, unlike criminal, is handled outside of
municipal court and is usually over once the fine is paid.

municipal administrator.
Fawcett, along with Matt
Reger, city prosecutor, has
spread word ot the ordinance
through several media outlets and through both the city
and BGSU's Student Affairs
Web site.
Reger also spoke at an USG
senate meeting during beginning stages of creating the
ordinance. Students living
off-campus along with the
rest of Bowing Green citizens
will be receiving fliers listing the civil offense citation
informaiion with their utility
bills.
Fawcett feels as though
the entire city should have a
grasp on the new ordinance
just in lime for il to go into
effect.
"We've effectively got
the message oul ... people
shouldn't be surprised."
Fawcett said.
Despite the city's efforts
to spread the word, it hasn't
reached every resident.
"I haven't heard about it."
said 22-year old Bowling
Green
resident
Stephen

Diebert.
Gary Spencer, Bowling
Green police chief, said
although city administra-

See CMl | Page 6
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Food for thought:
Online ordering
By Meghan Hunt
Reporter

ARIUBOMARI

OPEN BOOK:

APWOTO

this undated file photo provided by the Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore

Romano, Inquisition documents m the Vatican Archive can be seen The Vatican yesterday
allowed fust time access tor

correspondence and o<her

documents in its secret archives spanning tlte 1922-1959 papacy of Pius XI which might
reveal the degree of the concern at the Holy See for the growing persecution of Jews

Vatican opens book on
documents in archives
By Frances D'Emilio
The A
VATICAN Cm
ihr Vatican
opened pan ni its secrei archives
yesterday to lei historians re\ ievt
millions of diplomatic letters,
private correspondence and
other church documents to gain
insight into how the Holj See
dealt with the growing persecution of lews heli He World Wat II.
Researchers said it could take
months or years 10 stud) the
contents of some 30,000 bundles
of documents from the 1922-39
papacy of Pius XI, a span when
the rise ol Nazism, Fascism and
Soviet-bloc communism gripped
Europe,
The opening is pan ol tlie
Vatican's efforts to defend Pius'
successor, the wartime Pope I'ius
XII, against claims he did mil do

enough to save lews from the
Holocaust during the wars.
The Vatican insists I'ius XII,
who earlier served as a chinch
diplomat in German) and later
Vatican secretary of state under
Pius XI, used discreet diplomacy
that saved thousands of lews
Archives officials said at midday that some "ill rescue hers had
shown credentials to gain admittance, although some of the
scholars came to consult material on earlier papacies,
"There was a bit of chaos," said
AlessandroVisaui.aiescarchci in
contemporary histor) ai Koines
La Sapieiv/a university who, like
many others, was hoping for an
initial idea of what was in the
files.
"I wanted to look at something hut someone was ahead)
consulting it," said visard, whose
research includes the attitudes
of church hierarchy toward the
1938 anti-lewish laws of ISenitn
Mussolini, Italy's I ascisl dil tator.
Me hopes the files will reveal
the frank views thai Roman
Catholic prelates privately held
about Mussolini's racial laws
affecting Italy's tin) lewish community:
One tantalizing question
revolves around an encyi Heal
that Pius XI commissioned lo

"We are not expecting any document to
give us a scoop."
i

denounce racism and the violent
nationalism <>i Germany. Hut he
died before releasing it. and it

has never been made public.
fhe encyclical was never published "in part because ol bis
death and in part because' it was
judged lo he inopportune politically," \ isanl s,iid
\ I ,i Sapienza colleague,
Emma Fattorini,
told The
Associated Press In telephone
aftei looking at the material that
there were few mentions of the
unpublished encyclical.
"I was stunned.' she said. "We
can't lind various versions" of
drafts researchers expected to
lind. She raised the possibility
thai some material might have
been removed from the archives
before they were opened
A German researcher in
Koine. I in/ Klinkhanmier, said
lie ciidiit expect anj major discoveries concerning relations
between the Vatican and Nazi
German) because three years
ago the Vatican made available
documents from the offices of
the papal nuncios in Berlin and
Munich during Pius Xl's papacy.
We ,ne not expecting any
document to give us a scoop,"
Klinkhauiiiiei said.
vlsanl also doesn't foresee any
bombshell findings, "The facts
are known, more or less. You look
for details and shading." he said.

The Rev. Giovanni Sale, an
Kalian historian at the lesuit
magazine CivUtaCattolica, which
is c lose lo the Vatican, expressed
confidence the archives will yield
evidence to 'com-ci suspicions
of anti-Semitism surrounding
Pin. Ml.
The archives will provide
",i new beginning for a hision,
whhoui prejudice," Sale told AP
television News.

"I like the personal

Convenience is. everything
in today's world, it seems.
From grocery stores, to SupcrWalmarts, to fast food, everything is engineered to make
life easier for the average loe.
Fast food especially is jumping on the accessibility train,
with many restaurants staying
open until 2 or 3 in the morning, and sometimes having
their drive-throughs open all
night long.
The latest trend in fast food
service, though, is online
ordering. Campusfood.com
facilitates this and is also
directed toward college students.
Campusfood.com enables
customers to look up their
particular university and
order online from any of the
restaurants the university lists
on its page. Though campusfood.com is just now gaining
momentum in its popularity,
it has been almost a decade in
the making.
In 1997, Michael Saunders
was hungry one evening while
a student at the University of
Pennsylvania. After trying
for about 20 minutes to get
through to his favorite restaurant, and then having them
mess up his order, he thought
up an easier way to deal with
ordering food,
according
to the Web site's Director of
Marketing, lulic Shimshak.
This brainchild of Saunders
was campusfood.com.
This Web site includes more
than :!(K) universities across the
U.S., with more in the works.
The BGSU site includes eight
restaurants, all within walking
distance, and four of which
allow customers to order
online Information such as the
address and hours of operation
of these restaurants are also
available. One thing missing,
however, is that many times
very helpful lo customers, is
the restaurant's phone number.
Freshman IKIS1J student Justin
Dirt discovered this the hard
way
"I went on cainpusfood.com
lo cheek out a restaurant and
I found everything I needed
except the phone number," Bin
said.

interaction. I like
to confirm that
they got my order
and that it will be
coming."
Tim Velotta \ Hall Director
The lack of the phone numbers makes it easier for die student to just order food from
the restaurant via the Web site
itself. This helps its business, as
campusfood.com gets a small
percentage of money from the
orders made off of its Web site,
according to the site itself.
Shimshak described changes
that the company was making to help improve the Web
site, changes such as text-based
ordering, which should he
available next semester.
Other helpful aspects of the
Web site are loyalty programs
such as the Hunger Busters
Value Packs, which allows the
students to earn free food in
"Gtmpusfood (ish."
Campusfood.com does not
charge students anything to use
its services, nor does it require
onetosetupan account, though
this is optional. According to
Shimshak. there are hundreds
of thousands of active users
that come back to order food
at least once a month from the
Weh sue.
The Pita Pit averages about
100 orders a week through the
Web site, according to manager
Steve Gcsicki.
Although the site is easy to
navigate, some people would
rather do without its convenience.
"I like personal interaction.
I like to confirm that they got
my order and that it will be
coming," said hall director Tim
Velotta
Many students, however, bad
not heard of tlie site. When its
basic principal was explained
to them, they still did not seem
eager to use it.
"I wouldn't (use it| because"
it really wouldn't save me any
time. I would just use my cell
phone or go to the place," said
sophomore Megan Link.

Lawyer says prisoner has been
mistreated, U.S. denies claims
By Andrrw Self ky
The Associated Press
(IUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL
BASE, (Atba — A Saudi has been
held in solitary confinement for

a year at tlie Guantanamo Bay
prison and is now so mentally
unbalanced he considers insects
his friends, lawyers said in a
motion filed yesterday seeking
the man's removal from isolation.
Shaker Aamer, a 37-year-old
resident of Britain, was placed
in isolated confinement Sept.
24, 200.r>, and has been beaten
by guards, deprived of sleep
and subjected to temperature extremes, according to the
motion filed in I i ,S. I district Court
for the District of Columbia.
Aamer, however, has said he
had contact with fellow prisoners
as recently as early June, one of
his lawyers, Zachary Katznelson.
said in a declaration to the court.
Aamers attorneys could not be
immediately contacted to elaborate.
The
treatment
violates
Geneva Conventions protections, Aamers lawyers argued.

The U.S. military denied he is
being mistreated.
The allegations surfaced as
President Bush and Congress
wrestle over legislation to set
rules for intcnogating and trying terror suspects Bush officials
argue they need to establish
ground niles so suspects can be
interrogated to prevent horrors
like the Sept 11 attacks.
In tlie 16-page filing, Aamers
lawyers said that since he was
put into isolation :)60 days ago,
except for infrequent meetings
with his attorneys, he has had
contact only with the Americans
running tlie prison on this U.S.
Navy base in southeastern
Cuba.
"His only consistent contact
with living beings beside his captors is with the ants in his cell. I le
feeds them and considers them
his friends," kal/iiclsoi i said in a
statement filed with fhe court.
"There is no question in my
mind that he is mentally unstable," he added.
Tlie motion, a copy of which

10% Off with this Ad!
Low carb & weight loss supplements
Many fat burners to choose from
Weight gain supplements
Multi-vitamins

ter involved "a 35-year-old
man renting a home and
owners of a city factory.
"I think when you rent,
you tend to not take as
good of care of things but
that's not always true," he
said.
Officials in other college
towns arc dealing with litter in different ways.
Sgt. lim Squance of the
Oxford Pol iceDepartment,
which houses Miami
University, said if an officer drives by and sees litter, he or she will tell the
resident to clean up the
mess within an hour.
"If the people don't
clean up their litter, the
party's over," he said. "We
come by and cite them
right away."
And unlike Bowling
(ireen police, the OPI)
cannot issue civil citations
so lilterers face criminal
misdemeanor charges.
But l.t. Michelle Lee
of the Kent City Police
said the Kent Health
Department is responsible for dealing with litter
violations.
Health officials process
any complaints and issue
warnings and fines that
don't appear on an individual's criminal record,
she said.
Gordy Heminger, who
representsBowlingGreen's
first ward on council, said
he doesn't think the city's
new rule will affect most
students and residents but
will help deal with problems that have been harder to resolve in the past.
"Most of the time llitterl
is taken care of very, very
quickly," he said. "This
will only impact the worst
of citizens."

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
BGSU graduate killed
in car accident

POLICE
BLOTTER
SUNDAY
1:36 a.m.
Two students were cited for
underage consumption, one of
ihem was also cited for possession
of marijuana in Darrow.
2:08 a.m.
A male-female altercation was
reported in Dunb.ir.
8;09 MM.

A Fair view Avenue resident woke
up to find his doors open and
stated he didn't leave them open
Resident said doors weren't damaged and nothing was missing.
11:54 a.m.
Fight reported at a Fairview
Avenue parking lot. The two subjects were said to be fighting on
their way to church
2:41 p.m.
Male on South Maple Street
reported being assaulted by his
gtrlfnend
4:35 p.m.
Intoxicated male found laying
down at Doug's Wash and Dry's
parking lot.
6:32 p.m.
Vehicle reported vandalized on
South Mercer Road.
8:03 p.m.
Clough Street resident reported
tjoyfriend was harassing her.
8:05 p.m.
Harold Mark Schoenberger. 59.
.. * urested for stealing $6719
worth of merchandise at an East
Wooster Street store.
9:41 p.m.
Ex-boyfriend took sleeping baby
from crib on East Napoleon Road.
Male said he came into the apartment because his ex-girlfriend
was unstable and unable to care
for the baby. Officers advised the
woman to contact a lawyer about
custody.
MONDAY
12:27 a.m.
Subject reported banging
on apartment doors on East
Napoleon Road,
1:40 a.m.
Employee at a South Main Street
ii it reported strange phone

There were no passengers in the car.
Geboy wasn't wearing a seat belt at the
time of the accident
Alcohol and drugs are not suspected as
factors in the accident.
Geboy. who received a degree in

Lindsay Geboy. a 2005 BGSU

Business Administration from the

graduate, died early Saturday morn-

University in May 2005, worked in

ing m a car accident as she drove

the marketing department at HBD in

home from the Columbus area to

Bellefontaine after graduation.

Bellefontaine. Ohio Police reported
that her car rolled once alter veering
off the left side ol the road just alter
3 am. according to the Bellefontaine

While attending the University, she
served as treasurer for the Resident
Student Association. Rogers Hall Council
and Founders Hall Council.

Examiner.

E.C0LI
From Page 1
Olivia Perkins who was 23
months old and lived in nearby Cambridge in Guernsey
County.
Despite the 10 Ohio cases,
BG hasn't had any problems
or reported F., coli related
instances so far, Egelman
said.
But in any case, if someone
is experiencing symptoms
that may indicate they're a
victim of the E. coli strain,
they should go to Student
Health Services and both the
doctors and the lab will work
together to make the diagnosis and get the proper treatment, ligelman added.
As far as the spinach supply
goes, Egelman and University
Dining Services are willing to
wait until it is absolutely safe
to restock.
"Until we know all the
details, neither IFinan] nor I
will be interested in putting
spinach on the menu," he
said with a chuckle. "Popeye
would be mad, but we're just
fine with it."

A look at E. Coli
SYMPTOMS OF E. COLI 0157:H7
ILLNESS: E cob 0157 H7 causes diarrhea, often with bloody stools Although
most healthy adults can recover completely within a week, some people can develop
a form of kidney failure called HUS HUS
is most likely to occur in young children
and the elderly The condition can lead to
serious kidney damage and even death
CONSUMER ADVICE: FDA advises
consumers to not eat fresh spinach or
fresh spinach-containing products until
further notke. If individuals believe they
may have experienced symptoms of
illness after consuming fresh spinach or
fresh spinach-containing products. FDA
recommends they seek medical advice
RECALLS: Natural Selection Foods. LLC.
of San Juan Bautista. California, is recalling all of its products containing spinach
m all brands they pack with "Best if Used
by Dates" of August 17.2006 through
October 1.2006 These products include
sp*iach and any salad with spinach in a
blend, both retaJ and food service products Products that do not contain spinach
are not part of this recall
Natural Selection Foods. LLC brands
include. Natural Selection Foods. Pride of
San Juan, Earthbound Farm. Belrssima.
Dole. Rave Spinach. Emenl. Sysco. 0
Organic, Fresh Point. River Ranch.
Superior. Nature's Basket. Pro-Mark.
Compliments, Trader Joe's. Ready Pac.
Jansal Valley. Cheney Brothers, Coastline.
D'A/rigo Brothers. Green Harvest, Mann,
Milk Family Farm. Premium Fresh, Snoboy.
The Farmer's Market, Tanimura & Antie.

Opening October 1st
in Woodland Mall!
Memberships On Sale Now!
First 300 memberships receive
20% Off regular prices Single Memberships - $28 w/discount & tax
Featuring equipment by:

MAGNUM FITNESS &
ELTTE FITNESS

419-354-5239

Fr.

INSIDE: Read about the other U5G
See AAMER I Page 6

Build A Better Body!
Voted Lowest Prices in
BODY MECHANICS
1 The Woodland Mall!
(inside Lifestyles)

CLEAN

Call Craig
419-352-4948 or 1-866-544-BODY (2639)

decisions from tonight's meeting. | P»9« 5

President's Choice. Cross Valley, and
Rrverside Farms.
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GET A LIFE

iPod shedding light on
campus life

CALENDAR Off. '
■

Master Class: Jean-Marie
Londeix & William Street
Master class with guest saxophonists

By Jamil' Livengood

Jean-Mane Londen and William
Street, free and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall

Lecture: The Saxophone
in 20th Century Music
Lectuie by guest saxophonist JeanMane Londeix. Event is nee and open
to the public
Kennedy Green Room. Moore
Musical Arts Center

Employer Job Search
Panel Discussion
Recruiters from several organizations will discuss what they look lor
in resumes, cover letters, interviews,
and other parts of the hiring process.
Students can get great tips and advice

Tony Montana, Tyler Durden, Brooke Burke or Bob Marley?
DECISIONS. DECISIONS:

r

.

:ampus came together yesterday to slio;;'

Multipurpose Room in the Student Union. The sale will continue all week Choices included postets of favorite movies, models 011

to help with then |ob search. This program is for students of all majors who
will graduate or look for an internship
fall, spring or summer semester this

Designated free speech zone leaves some confused

lOlAOIscamp
By Brent D.iggett
Reporter
Fall 2006 Film Directors

William Street, saxo-

The Constitution guarantees
each Individual the Hulit to toe
speech, but mam ofthestudents
at thr university feel the "Speak
out \rca'' in front of the Union
should apply in everywhere on

phone, & Roger Admiral,

campus.

Series: Jim Jarmusch
Gish Film Theater

piano

On December n, 1997, the
University's Hoard of Trustees

Bryan Recital Hall

approved the designation of

ING
COLOR Ten Afncan American Artists
The objects in this exhibition include 40
remarkable pieces ranging from oversize
beads to a small-scale shantytown.
COLOR weaves together personal
expressions of race and identity from ten
■king in craft media such as clay,
glass, metal, wood fiber, and mixed/found

Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

a free s|>eech /one in front of
the Onion allowing students to
express themselves tody without having to reserve a specific
location.
Nearly a decade later the controversy, especially last Ihursday
regarding the preacher and the
protesting by students, is raising issues as to whether the
University should even have a
fur speech area. Iicing that the
I Iniversily is a public institution
"I do not think the Univcisitv
welcomes toe speech," junior,

Nate Moeflenberger said This
is a fairly liberal campus and if
I said what I wanted to say i
would be ridiculed. I also do not
feel comfortable speaking outside the commuter lounge and
its also pointless to have a free
siKtfh /one because the only
one I ever really see using it are
preachers."
MoeOenberger is not the only
student expressing these sentiments.
It's pointless. Why do I need
to be in a safe /one to express
ni\seiiv" conveyed junior. Steve
Archer. "Even if I'm in tin' safe
/one and say something that
somebody doesn't like, the) can

still try to kick my ass."
However, junior Den lacksnn

offers a different opinion
"I think a designated ana is
nice because it keeps it confined
to one area allowing a person to
be able to walk around if they do
not like it," lack son stated. "If it
wasn't confined to one area, then

|>eo|)!e who would get ollended
could not avoid It"
Whether an Individual believes
Speech should not result in
restrictions or favor a policy widi
minor limitations in order to preserve some semblance if order,
the issue remaining is what the
liee speech code actual!) entails.
\SSIH iate I lean of Students, lill
Can", stales that since Ihis is ,i
public institution, iree speech is
permissible everywhere on cam
pus. Those who want to protest
in large groups can s|«',ik anywhere, just as long as lhe\ do
not impede the How ol traffic m
block entrance and exit paths
into and out of buildings
I he intentions are to protect
the free market place ot ideas.
thewaj the code is written has
some people questioning its
validity.
"Win would they designate
a certain area if you can have
bee speech anywhere?" sophomore. Anne Millet said.

Students are not the only
individuals expressing them
selves on this topic.
"It is a given that the entire
campus is a tree speech /one.
Inn to designate .m area as a
"speak mil /one' might have
the unintended consequences
nt i rearing the impression that
the area is the only place where
We want lice speech, I do not.
believe (his is the case, but
the impression is slill given."'
David Jackson, associate prolessor oi ihe Political Science
I ti'paitinent said.
lackson is noi the only professot offering a stance on the
police.
"As far as Iree speech goes.
the policy isn't hail. I agree
with the need to maintain
some ordei because you have
in he mindful ol not interfering with the functions of the
University," lim I oust, associate professor ol the loiirnalisin
Department said.

Since their introduction in
2001, ii'ods have become so
ubiquitous that it's rare to go
a da) without spoiling sonic
one sporting tlit- trademark
while earphones in the gym,
onadt) bus or walking down
the sidewalk
PodcastS made for the
digital media players have
become inn easing!) popular
and diverse also, even becoming commonplace on college
campuses across the counu\ as ,i »,iv tin professors to
broadcast lessons outside ot a
classroom. Km now students,
who are usually on the audience end ol a podcast, are
turning the tables and using
the medium as a WO) to have
their voices heard.
Dennis H. Miller, director oi public relations at
Pennsylvania's
Mansfield
University, dec Ided last year
that the best Way to give prosped ive students.md incoming freshmen an uncensored
look at college life was to create a podcast lor them using
the voices of real students in
a show he called Irishmen
Secrets Revealed"
hup://
podcast.mansl ield.edu/).
"I jusl got the sense that
this new medium was just
taking oil like cra/y alter

the iPod was [he number
one Christinas gift last year,"
Millet said.
I he beauty oi
it is that ii captures students
in their own words, and you
can listen to il without being
limited by lime or any other
type of constraint"
I den iianwell. a sophomore at Mansfield, was one ol
the StudentsV* ho spoke about
her earl) college experiences
on Miller's poclc ,isi
She grew to enjoy the production aspects of creating
the show and moved on to

helping edit and mix the podcast.

* FINAL 2 DAYS !! *

BRAND NAME CLOTHING

OUTLET SALE
FAMOUS LABELS
40-60 OFF
STORE PRICES

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
DESIGNER BRAND JEANS
Designer Fashion Tees, Men's Polos, Shorts,
Sparkle Clubwear, Loungewear, Fashion
Jewelry, Bohemian Skirts & Tops and more
(sorry, can't advertise the brands)

fabulous ftic*t
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for So+h M*n $ Womcj

i sir

Ballroom
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8nslde

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

BGSU STUDENT UNION,
LENHART BALLROOM - ROOM 202A
SEPTEMBER 26 FROM 7-9 P.M.
FREE FOOD AND DRINKS!

CHECK IT OUT AT THE

Sept 18-20
10am-8pm

Bring in this
ad & receive

20° OFF

^> TIME
any single item. I
Limit one per customer.

|

WARNER CABLE

THE POWER OF YOU"

www.twcmidohio.com
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OPINION
PEOPLE ON THE STREET

h*

I don't think there's
inything wrong with
t Its a personal

"That anyone would even attempt to profit on such a horrible
Scenario makes me Sick." - Sen. Hillary Clinton, denouncing the movie "Death
of a President." depicting the assassination of President George W. Bush
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What are your views on same-sex marriage?

■ "People should be

"As far as my

'People need to be

I allowed to make their

religious views go. it

able to make their

I own decisions"

shouldn't happen."

own choices, but I

JOSH

LEO JENNINGS.
Freshman.
Philosophy

MIKEY CLICK.
Senior. Recording
Technology

BARTHOLOMEW.
Junior. Cnminal Justice

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

don't advocate it"

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street7 Or a suggestion for a

WESSTRIETER.
Junior.
Classic Civilizations

question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

"Two people of the
same sex may truly
care for one another,
but for them to get
married would be

Same-sex
marriage
defies nature

rrr\

AMANDA HOOVER

ir.i '.■

■

Students
need to voice
their opinion
Every day The li(. News runs
at leasi one page of opinion.
I he same i an be said for
almost everj newspaper In
the country.
But why, you ask? After all,
isn't the purpose ol newspapers lo inform us of the facts
ni what is going on In the
world?
Isn't it their job to provide
unbiased accounts of daily
events?
Well, yes and no.
Newspapers are there
to help make people more
knowledgeable about the
goings-on of the worid
We have a responsibility
to our readers to provide as
much accurate information as
possible so thej can be betterInformed citizens.
So then, win have panes ol
opinion?

i he reason foi these Is so

nobody is blindly ingesting
facts without ever considering
their implications, their consequences.
Opinion columnists provide a jumping off point for
discourse among intelligent
individuals.
That is our goal.

We an here to be sure you
know what we think is really
happening beneath the army
of facts.
We are here lo help ensure
readers can take those facts,
digest them and turn them
into well-formed opinions.
Readers do not always agree
with the views of the columnists employed here, hut that
is the point.
Students are encouraged lo
voice differing opinions, especially in the newspaper.
That is what ue are here for.
The BG News is one of the
places thai provides a forum
lor intelligent debate. In the
past, many of you have most
likely seen our section devoted to letters to the Editor.
I his is the forum where stu
dents and faculty are invited
to share their views on the
issues facing this campus.
One of the most important
contributions you can maketo this campus is to voice
your opinion.
You are a pan of this community and you have the ability lo initiate change.
What we often fail to take

"You are part of this
community and you
have the ability to
initiate change."
into consideration, howm IT.
is the proper wax' in which to
express our opinions.
Yelling profanities, accusing your opponent ol being
a "baby killer" or something
equally as useless, or even
by reducing the argument
loan unsupported rant, can
undermine some perfectly
good arguments.
In light of Thursday's debate
outside the Union, I thought
this would be an opportune
time to remind students - and
faculty - of how to get a message across without compromising the validity or seriousness of that message.
It may seem like a silly comparison lo make, but the editorial policies of most newspapers make for a great way to
determine if you are making
your argument fairly.
For instance, The BG News
submission policy prohibits any Letter to the EditOI
or guesl column to make
personal attacks, present
unverified information or
be anonymous submissions
(this holds true for policies
in larger papers such as the
Washington Post, The New

York limes and USA Today).
As a rule, this policy works
in all realms of discourse.
Breaking down arguments
into name-calling and attacking your opponent does not
assist you very well in making
your point.
By thai same token, we cannot use fiction or hearsay lo
support out opinion; we need
cold, hard facts.
The point I am trying to
make is, above all, we must
keep our discourses and
debates civil.
I understand the healed
passion which comes when
we proclaim our beliefs, and
even more so when our beliefs

are challenged.

We have lo make our best
efforts to keep our emotions
tied to accomplishing our goal.
If we do this il will assist us
in keeping arguments from
escalating lo baseless threats,
which do absolutely nothing
for our cause.
So fellow students, I encourage both you and faculty
to sland up and make your
voices heard.
I lold debates, write Letters
to ihe Editor and lei the campus know where you stand.
II can only help the flow of
ideas to achieve a belter place
for us to live.
Sendfeedbxk lo Amanda Hornet at
hoovama9bgsu.edu

The majority of Americans are
opposed to same-sex marriage.
The latest Pew Research
Center poll on the issue was
conducted in March.
It showed that 51 percent of
Americans opposed allowing
gays and lesbians lo be wed
legally, while 39 percent were
in favor.
Whatever the results of a poll
may be, it would not be right
for our government to legalize
same-sex marriage.
And, the answer here is simple: Our government does not
have the authority to alter the
definition of marriage.
Natural law, I he law
inscribed in the heart of each
and every person, has the
ability lo discern right from
wrong.
Not only that, its able to
answer difficult moral quest ions
A person can naturally see
that marriage is between
a man and a woman and
throughout history, men and
women have become one
in the union of matrimony
through this process.
The couple comes together in
the act of sexual union, and in
doing so, they renewr the vows
l hey made on I heir wedding day.
The body has its own language, and sex speaks the language of marriage.
In the act of sex. the couple
proclaim to one another, i will
love you freely, totally, faithfully
and fruitfully," because that is
what they vowed on the day of
lheir wedding.
The word "fruitfully" is a
major factor in this issue.
The natural law in a person
can also see lhal through this
incredible act of love, life can
be created.
Biology agrees thai love
begets life because love is the
most extraordinary miracle
human beings can experience.
As such, people of the
same sex cannol replicate
this natural process of
reproduction.
Biology is a part of marriage
because human beings cannot
be separated from their biology.
Our biology is personal, so
we cannol be separated from
our bodies.
According lo natural law, two
people of the same sex cannot
be married because marriage
suggests a fruitful love, a love
lhal can reproduce.
Perhaps the majority of
Americans are opposed to
same-sex marriage because it's
revealed through natural law,
and the law of our land should
reflect this.
Since marriage was not created by our government, our

contradicting the
true nature of
marriage."
government has no right to
alter it in any way.
After all, marriage is Ihe most
fundamental cell of society.
The issue ol same-sex marriage is important, because
Ihe world will change as Ihe
family changes.
Some may argue that ihe
idea of ihe "nuclear family."
which consists of mother,
father and children, is overly
idealistic or something that
only existed in 1950s.
I lowever, the nuclear family
is the best environment for parents and children.
And although it's true
not all families consist of a
mother and father, we should
be striving to preserve family

life,
lusl last week, the Institute
for Marriage and Public
Policy released a document entitled, "Marriage
and the Law: A Statement of
Principles."
The document, which was
signed by over 100 legal and
family scholars, stales marriage should be preserved for
the benefit of humanity, and
argues that Ihe "family diversity model" has failed.
We should try lo gel back
to the nuclear family model,
because it is best for children
and society.
The signatories wrote, "No
laws, and no set of lawyers,
legislators, or judges, can summon a social institution like
marriage into being merely by
legal fiat.
Marriage and family can
therefore never be reduced to
a legal construct - a mere creature of the slate."
As we look to Ihe years ahead,
we must always have the best
interests of future generations
in mind.
It's imperative thai such a
weighty issue be taken seriously.
It's ultimately our government's duty to protect the profound dignity of marriage.
It is of the utmost importance lhal we not fall prey to
moral relativism.
Two people of the same sex
may truly care for one another, but for them to get married would be contradicting
the irue nature of marriage.
It's necessary to understand the meaning of marriage before we can even
think of passing a law that
would greatly alter it.
Even so, it's not for us lo
change; we did not create it,
therefore we cannot change it,
SendcommenG lo Lauren Wallet at
wahetlpbgsiiedu
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Spinach may not be
cause of all outbreaks
By John McCarthy
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - State health
officials corrected a report they
made last week thai sever cases
of E. coll had been linked lo
a muttistate outbreak, saying
yesterda; the) actually have
confirmed only four cases were
caused by tainted spinach.
The four are among IS cases
oi E.coli in the state that involve
the same strain of bacteria
that has infected people in 19
states who ate spinach, the Ohio
Health Department said. Hut
the agency has ml completed
Interviews with victims and
lamiK memberatoconffrrnthat
spinach was the cause, spokesman kristopher Weiss said.
One |H'isoit in Wisconsin has
died, and more than 100 people

have been sickened,
Ohio Officials have not ruled
out that the infections In those
II people with incomplete
interviews could have come
from another source besides
spinach, Weiss said.

Another department s|M)kesinaii Kret Atkins said he provided the inaccurate figure Friday,
not realizing the interviews with
Infected people about what they
ate were incomplete.
Three of the cases with spinach confirmed as the source
were from Franklin Countyand
one was in Clermoni County.
east oft jneinnali, Weiss said.
Of the cases with .in undetermined
cause,
Franklin
County has Iciiii; (luyahoga and
I -airfield counties each had tuo;
and Loiain and I'rehle counties each had one. lie said. The
county of origin for one case is
not known.
The state is still investigating whether the death of a 23month-old girl whose mother
said she- died ol E. coli had
resulted irotn eating tainted
spinach, Weiss said.
Olivia Perkins, who lived neai
Cambridge in eastern Ohio.
became ill Aug. 7 and died

[he Air Force

will test a new jet fuel made from
coal instead of oil.
A B-52 bomber at Edwards
\ii Force Base in California is
expected to lake oil today with
two of its eight jet engines hunting a 50-50 blend ol synthetil
and oil-based fuel.
Research on the fuel project
has been conducted at WrightPatterson Air fence Base in
Dayton. The goal is to develop,
lest and pave the way lo commercialize die fuel
Uilliant Harrison, chief of the
fuels branch at Wright-Patterson,
said the price of oil is generally
on the rise, the world is consuming it almost as last as it can lie
pumped out of the earth, and
much of it comes from thepoHti-

incinnati has plans to turn parking
ots into area for entertainment, offices

Aug. 21 at Columbus Children's

By Terry Kinney
The Associated Press

Hospital, where doctors confirmed the I.. COll infection, said
her mother, Rebecca Perkins.

Jets to run on coal rue
fi
DAYTON \i>

hh HARtONG

RIVERFRONT:
. ew of downtown Cincinnati and the central 1
center and Gieat American Ball Park .11 the n

caDy unstable Middle East
"it's a national securitj issue
ami a national economic issue."
In- --.lid
flic research is focused on
the I ischer-Tropsch pun ess
for producing synthetic kerosene hum coal.
The military wants a fuel that
works with engines, Kiel systems and supplv infrastructure
already in the field.
known since the IML'IK, the
process produces clean-burning fuel, but it hasn't been
economical, Harrison said. He
said high fuel prices are making it more attractive, and the
Pentagon hopes it can help
jump-start an industry by earmarking hinds lot synthetic jet
fuel starting in 2008.

CINCINNATI
Finally, maybe,
something other than [larking
lots will fill the four-block gap
between Paul Brown Stadium
and Great \merican Kail Park.
A selection committee has
chosen an Mlanlaliasctl developer to lake charge of hringing restaurants, condos, shops,
offices and entertainment to
the riverfront area known as
" I he Hanks."
\tiei vcars ol squabbling, cit\
and county officials agreed lo
worktogethei and in May formed
the Banks Working Group, headed hi, Cincinnati Reds managing
partner Robert Castellini, whose
family used to run a produce
business on the site
I he group let cinimciiclecl
1 rida\ thai the contract go to
the partnership ol American
International Group Global
Heal Estate Investment Corp.
and Caller Heal Estate, which is
developing the Atlantic Station
project in Atlanta.

\ci other applicant firm has
as relevant experience as \l(,
Carter," Castellini said. "In addition, they have a proven track
record in regards to economic
inclusion and minority and
women's business enterprises
V contract must still be negotiated with Alt!/(barter, and it must
lie approved by the City Council
and the Hamilton County
Commission. I hat means work
on the project — valued at more
than $600 million — is still
many months away. Bj the time
ground is broken, ii could face
still competition from a similar
project planned just across the
Ohio River in Newport, k\.
Sine, there's going to he an
Impact," said developer Am
lion/, a partner in Cincinnati
hased lowne Properties. "Ail ol
we people who are taking risks
need 10 proceed carefully."
lowne Properties is developing high-end homes and condos along the Ohio Rivet near
file Hanks, lion/, who was a
member of the Cincinnati Cirj
( ouncil in the 1980s, said he was
glad there finally is movement

on the project.
"I think it s great lot the core
oioui community, on both sides
ol the river," hesaid. "AIG has the
credentials to produce a first-rate
project. I here's slill some financial n
mains 10 climb, but it
vou climb the mountain with .1

credible developer, you're much
more likely to get there.'

Much ol the prime site has not
been developed since steamboat
days, I here were a lew liars and
c astellini's produce company.
But the construction ofRiverfroni
Stadium in the late 60s did not
spin further development, and
the siadiuiii seemed isolated
from the downtown business
district, only three blocks awav
Its .iluavs had die problem
ol being in the flood plain," Bortz
said.' 1 hedevelopment cosisare
huge, \oliodv icallv could afford
to come in on their own nickel
and do everything thai needed
to he done."
I he base lor The Hanks
project, hiring the high-rises
out ol the Mood plain, will
he parking garages built by
I lamilton < ounty.

"Now we can count on a
"ill-acre mud hole becoming
a world c lass retail, office and
residential community," County
Commissionei Phil Heimlich
said when the working group
was formed.
David Mann, a ( in c ouncil
memliei in the 711- and lids,
said city development in those
years was incused on the central business district, not the
riverfront.
(Ine ol the tilings the) 1 on
sultants] weie telling us then
is it vou spread dungs out too
much, you affect what they
call core density. Mann said.
"The great thinkers have always
counseled that we not harm the
downtown
lii those days, ( incinnati still
had lour downtown department

stores.
"How pleased we were with
ourselves," Mann said,
today, Cincinnati has a Macy's
and a Saks downtown, hut others have left and .1 parking lot
occupies tlte halt hloc k thai was
leveled tot a Nordstrom sproject
that fell through.
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• Applying to law school
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Law College Building
East Lansing, Ml 48824
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prepare for law school. Don't miss out. Reserve your seats now.
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ADHD may be linked to exposure to tobacco
( HICAGO \r
\boui oneiliinl oi attention &
among U.S. children n
linked with tobacco smok
birth or in lead exposun
ward, according to provocative
new. research.
1 \cn levels al e id thi
emmeni considers acce
appealed to increasea i nil
ofhaving attention deft I hypei
activity disorder, the stud) found
li huikls on previoi
linking attention pro
including Mil ID,with childhood
lead exposure and smokmi
ing pregnancy and often
the lirsi estimati
those environmental
mlghi contribute.
"Its a landmark papei
quantifies Ihi
ill \DI ll) that can be atu
in very importani ei .
exposures, said I n I
assistant directoi ol Ihi i
for Children's Health at*
Environmenl al Mi
School of Medicine in New
More importantly i
>tud)
holsters suspicions thai h

"It's a landmark paper that quantifies the
number of cases of ADHD that can be
attributed to very important environmental
factors."
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HELD HOSTAGE:

ir&atCamp
.2002 photo. Go
. .'00? A lotal of 770 detainees weie
I|455

AAMER

■

aid \airtci li i
cell containing a steel bunk,
a Quran awl
,i ihin mattress. I In- cell is contained entirelv within a wooden
Katzneison said thai on Im
lheda\ befon
maino

miiii i

Dude,
it
we lived at
Copper Beech...

Vamer
■ providing a
retina sain and fingerprints.
iiu-\ choked him
mil liis nosi
lOUglll

it vvould breal
he) held his eyes open and
I i mag-lite in them foi minintensc
heat. ! I
fingers until
earned,
i nil his airway, then pul a
him
tei
Id

Full-size private bathrooms
Spat ious bi dro

Coppei Beei h <

Free high-S|«

I .li..

connection
I ree cable
"True Separation"
soundproofin
No parking
Available fui
or unfurnish

Im a- ■

Viinri mill his lawyer the air
, onditionei in his cell is often
turned off, leaving him sweltering
in the tropical heat, or turned up
lull blast "so the cell is freezing

By<
denied

\.IMU i i laims be was working
lot acharit) organization when he
was captured in Afghanistan after
the Sept. Ilattad
I in- detainee won a measure
ni fame al the prison last war
when he met with Arm) Col Mike
Bumgamer, who was then the
n to end a hunger strike b)
detainees,
Vinn-i brought together a
six man prisoners council thai
attempted to negotiate improved
conditions and advocated that
detainees be tried or sent home,
yets said, but the talks failed
.mil \ainri was pul insolitar) con
finement.

DONATIONS

up to students, said committee
i Vlaina Kantner, sopho-

atmem
ol Vamer, who is ilucni in
known to military guards
ulicle
Thrcci
itions,
which states prisoners
in nil circumstances be treated
\mi\

...we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!

arrj ni the roughly 450 detainees
are subjected to such treatment
He s-iiil regulations prevent him
from speaking about individual
detainees, Inn thai detainees are
treated in conformance with the
i lenevat onventions.
Mi- discounted the allegation
dial Annii'i was kept in solitary
confinement,
"No detainee is in a situation
where the) do nm have available
human contact -I hours a day,"
Byei said, but he declined to dis
cuss whether \amet has been
kept apart 6om other detainees

i !apt.
namo

Dan

ipating in tin
them, the) would see
ii .is more ol an expectation.'
he said.
Committee member luliana
Weaver, senior, said she hopes
the campaign will reach more
-.iiuknis this yeai and inform
them thai anj donation, no mat
terhow small, is worthwhile.
identsl
think
small
amounts of money, like
loo low tomakeanimpact,
hiu ii all 11HIuis. Weave
"Thej don't realize anything
the) do will make a difference."
Current committee memMrs
have already toyed with ti
ni creating a scholarship out ol
the funds, but Mclntj re said this
is onl) one idea the committee
will consider, since this
goals have not yel lieen set.
We would like to come up
with-a campaign we can fulfill
nn matter how much mone) we
make," he said.
The final decision on how to
spend the monej will be left

CIVIL
From Page 1
I he ordinance places more
responsibility, on the citizen and
the tii ketcan be more expensive
if not taken seriously.
I herearefourclassesofoftens
es, and each is more expensive
than the previous I ees in, reasc
Inliow ing each offense.
I ike with most tickets, officei
discretion is a big factor in whetherawarningoi atickel is handed
out, according to Spencer.

" this year we want ilu-ni to
decide instead of just saj Ing,
' I liisiswhai we're going to do,'"
she said.
Mclntyre agreed the main
focus ni the Believe in lit; campaign is in include as many students in tin- process as possible
— not jusi to surpass the previous year's fundraislng totals.
I his is a donor-over-dolampaign," he said, "lie it
in thai you Hive, ii
I'I mailer. The idea is for
people li

CLASS OF 2007
LEGACY LUNCH"
SERIES
■

HO put

■

:;0p.m

- - on the campaign.

I lash and loud noises seem to
he the pi imarj areas of concern
in civil offenses,
"In III days we've issued two
civil Infractions—one for litter
ingand one for noise violations,"
Spencei said,
Students receiving a civil
infraction ticket will wain to
lake action right away as fines
doubleaftei 10 days.
For more information on payments a In see a list of the i it'll
offenses and their classification
i isii www. bgohio.org/city-prosecutor/civil cilationsMml
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No problem in Houston: Spill cleaned quickly

Mother's throat slashed,
baby abducted in Missouri
By Jeff Dougl.is
The Associate

UNION, Mo.—Police reteajed
a sketch yesterday of a woman
they believe stole a baby alter
slashing the mother's throat,
hoping to generate new dues
In the four-day old case
Stephanie
Ochsenbine,
21.
helped
police
artists with the
composite

drawing

of

the woman
she
said
A sketch of a
attacked her
woman suspectat her home
ed of stealing a
Friday and
10-day-old baby snatched liei
baby, Abigalc
in Union. Mo.
after slashing its Lynn Woods,
now
10
mother's throat
(lays old.
I riday
The drawing shows a
woman with dark hair weai

ian
accused of
suffocating

station overheated and spilled
a toxic irritant yesterday, forcing the three-man new to don
masks and gloves in the first

bers' lives were nevei in am
danger. They cleaned up the
spill with towels. A charcoal
filter scrubbed the irritant out
of the air. And within a couple
of hours life aboard the sta
lion 220 miles above Earth was
nearly hack to normal.
lint it was the biggest scare
this smooth-running space sta
don has had.
Although it paled in comparison to two fires and a collision
on two previous liossian space
stations and the nearly fatal
explosion on Apollo 13, the iin i
ilent served as a reminder ol how
lile-and-death emergencies can
come out of nowhere. It is win
an emergency space capsule is
always parked at the outpost in

Ochsenbine was released
from St. lohn's Mercy Medical
Center In suburban St. Louis
on Sunday.
She did not attend the news
conference. Her grandfather,
lames Ochsenbine, declined
to comment on behalf of the
family and dei lined an interview request with his granddaughter, saying they wanted
her lo rest.
FBIagentRolandCorvington
saitl he was hopeful the baby,
called \hh\ by her relatives,

qe 12

Three die when pier
collapses at nightclub

' 'linq d job tin' '
pemianenl ckettor for a ywr.
GteqGatMwc^appotniec i
retaryfotr,:
[ws. Hon* ■
created n July 2005. bu dep

■

*PPHOTO

PREPARING FOR FLIGHT:
European Space A:.
the space station before the
case of a sudden ordet to ahan
don ship.

\ \s\ nevei < ame close to
ordering the crew in leave the
station, spaoje station program
manager Mike Sultrediiii said.

I

mbers astronaut Jen
■

were worried.
VboUl three hours alter the

emergency, station comt

lei

Garcia b:.tr,

Pavel Vinngiadov I lied to explain
what happened lo Moscow

Bui astronauts did reveal the)

■

■

NASA

■

The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends affecting
information technology in the
university environment.

wthn hours but ignored the warnings a deosion
that ultimately led to the deaths ol three women,

The Associated Press

seamy srj<

NATION
EFS

the pier holding up a nghtdub woukl colbpse

By K ri'.lcn Gcllni_-.ni

De0ar wieni ptcted a' i

emergency ever declared aboard
the 8-year-old orbiting outpost
NASA said the crew mem

PHIlAOfcLPHIA-lwo businessmen were told

famil

Garcia to oversee
Homeland cyber
security

HOUSTON - An oxygen generator on the international space

the best we could axne up wtth."

Abduction

NATION
BRIEFS

By S*th Borcnslcin
The Associate d

said the suspect is believed to
he between f>-foot-4 and 5-8
and weighs about 200 pounds.
"I think the leads are over
250, and we anticipate getting more calls with the
release of the composite,"
Toclke said at a news conference iclcasine, the sketch.
Toelke
said
Stephanie
Ochsenbine "wasn't completely
happy* with llie sketch "but it's

inn a baseball cap. Franklin
Count) Sherlfl Gary foelke

7

a prosecutoi sad yesterday as their trial began
Piei 54 owner Michael Asbel and Heat night-

The series is sponsored by
the Information Technology Committee,
the Office of the Executive Vice
President and the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.

club operata Eli Karetny were being tried on
charges ol nsloncj a catastrophe and consptacy.

RICHMOND; Va. — A man
accused ol suffocating a family

They ignored years of warnings about the pier.

ol three methodically wrapped
his victims' laces in duel tape.

customers nto the Delaware River on May 18.

which collapsed and sent (tans of nightclub
2000. prosecutor Jude Conroy sad

ransacked their home and
then drove oil while snaddng

cosmetic reasons only." Conroy told jurors n his

on food he stole from theii

openrq statement "There were no repairs to

refrigerator, a prosecutor said
yesterday

that structure."

"Every repar that was done was done lor

Warnings about the pier s state got naeas-

"Me killed them!" I'roscciiioi

rqly dre. Conroy said On the morning of the

Matthew (.can said in opening statements, pointing at Ray
fosephDandridge." rhese people lay there three or four nun
utes before they lost consciousness
unable to breathe,

collapse, a crack n a wal and the floor doubled

helpless."
Dandridge, 29, is charged
with throe counts of capital murder for the Ian. t> kill
ings ol PercyeU Pucker, 55, his
wife, Maty llaskervillc-hicker.
47. and her daughter, Ashley
Baskervflle,21.
lie is charged with killing
someone during a robbery, killing more than one |>erson at a
time and killing more than one
person in a three-year period,
lie is accused ol killing the
family as par! of a crime spree.

21; and DeAm Wbte. 25, ded when the east

Best Practices in the
Use of Digital Video
Streaming Service in
Classes and Training—

in wc from 5 riches to 10 riches, Conroy said
An engneer rob Asbel and Karetny the per
wodd colapse at low tide that right or the next
morning
Jean Mane Fenaro. 27; Monica Rodriguez.
end ol the pier plummeted into the river.
Thedefenifcntsbbmed the colapse on three

A Panel Presentation

etvjneenng companies they had hired over
the years - ST Hudson Engineering Inc. J E.
Brememan Co and Commerce Construction.

Thursday, Sept. 21
2:30-3:45 p.m., 113 Olscamp Hall

They said they paid the companes more than SI
rnfton for repar work dating back to about 1995.
and had a five-year warranty on a 1996 repair
that covered the date of the accident
Conroy sad jtrocs would hear yesterday km
freighters, inducing one who struggled to hokj
onto Ferraro in the debns-hled water.
The women's ramies were awarded S/.4
mlbon each m crvJ damages

JIMMY JOHN

d

This Tech Trends offering will demonstrate the latest
developments in the DVSS services offered by WBGU.
Tony Short of WBGU will report on recent advancements
and Cheryl Joyce of WBGU will provide a demonstration.
A panel of expert users representing various disciplines
will share their experiences in using DVSS in their
classes and offer tips to faculty, staff and students to
use DVSS effectively.
Moderator:
Tony Short, director,
Television Learning Services. WBGU-TV
Demonstrator:
Cheryl Joyce, assistant director,
Television Learning Services. WBGU-TV
Panelists:
Melissa Spirek, associate professor. Journalism
Betsy Bunner, project director, AIDS education.
Health and Human Services
Rachel Vanatta, interim school director,
Leadership & Policy Studies
and associate professor, EDFI
Margaret Weinberger, instructor, Sociology
Discussion Leader:
Bonnie Fink, interim director,
Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology
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Technology Trends to Watch
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Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief, Wired magazine
Thursday, Oct. 26, 2:30 p.m., 101 Olscamp Hall
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■ ADHD may be linked to exposure to tobacco
CHICAGO (Al'i
About onethird of attention deficit cases
among u.s. children ma
linked will i tobacci ism ilcel eC H I
binh or to load exposure aftei
want, according to provocative
nen research.
Hven levels of lead the
eminent considers acceptable
appeared to increase a chi
of having attention defkii hyperactivity disorder, thestud) found
It t)iiiUK on previous resean l>
linking attention problems
Including \i)lll). with childhood
lead exposure and smoking dm
ing pregnancy and offers one ol
the first estimates foi hov. much
those environmental factors
might contribute
"it's a landmark paper that
quantifies the numbei of eases
of ADHD that can be attributed
to very Important environmental
exposures," said I It Leo Irasande,
assistant director of tin- Cental
for Children's Health and the
Environment at Mount Sinai
School ol Medicine in New York.
More Importantly; the stud)
l« listers suspicions that low-level

"It's a landmark paper that quantifies the
number of cases of ADHD that can be
attributed to very important environmental
factors."
riousry linked
tu behaviot problems "is in bet
associated with \l>lll>." said
TLIS.II]'
mi Involved
rhe
lie is in line
with a National Academj of
000 that stitl
levelopnieiu.il and neurological dteot
i me caused
In I...
and other
percent are due to a combina
Don of en< iranmental facto
study

1 highlight the
luihlie health

efforts to reduce prenatal to)
smoke exposun and childhood
lead exposure," said the authors,
kit bj reseaieliei |oe iirann of
the tlniu'ism HI Wisconsin
Milwaukee
The study was to be published online today In the
Environmental

ICC
I idle

at Children's Memorial Hospital
thoti|
among
the causes It's possibl
.le. that young children
si > t ID are m likefj than
others to eai old leaded paint
chips oi inhale leaded paint dust
i dvfty
I data

i iy guards at Camp

X Ray a! Guantanamc Bay U S. Naval Base. Cuba, in this March 1.2002 photo. Guantanarro
rtstan in January 2002. A total ol 770 detarees wen?

I 1999:

sent there its population today ol Afghans. Arabs and others, stands at 45S.

illll

nothcrs
ADHDisabraind
ing between I percent am '
cent of school-age chOdrei
as man
sters Utectedt uildrenol

i nr Dr.

cher at
ospital
mothers

attention and act impuK..
Inline and a'

aren't certain about irscausi
believe genetics and ei
mental tailors including pn

HELD HOSTAGE:

i have
ADHI

Dude,

we lived at
Copper Beech...

AAMER
Ftoitt Page 2
was provided w The Associated
Press, said Aamer lives in a 6-byK linn cell containing a steel bunk
steel toilet, steel sink, a Quran and
a thin mattress, The cell is contained entirely within a wooden
shack
kal/.i lelson slid that i in lunr' I
the da) before three Guantanamo
detainees committed suicide bj
-hanging themselves in ib-n ecus
— military police beat -Aamer
because he.resisted providing a
tetina scan and Bngerprints
Ihe\ choked him." the lawyer
said. The) bent his nose repeat»hard to the side he thought
it would break... rhey gouged bis
eyes. Fhe) held his eyes open and
shlned a mag-lite In them foi min
nies on end. generating intense
heal. Ihe> lienl Ilis lingers until
he screamed When he screamed
they cut off his airway; then put a
mask on him so he could not u\
out"
rhe motion said the treatment
ol \ainei. who Is fluent in English
and is known lo miliiaiy guards
as "ill,- Professor,'' violates Article
Three ol the Geneva Conventions,
which states prisoners "shall
in ail circumstances be treated
humanely."
\rinv Capt Dan Byer, a
Guantanamo spokesman, denied

DONATIONS
FtomP

...we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!

participating in the seniot gilt
before them, the) would see
ii as more ol an expectation,"
he said.
Committee member luliana
Weaver, senior, said she hopes
the campaign will teach more
students this year and Inform
them thai any donation, no mailer how small, is worthwhile,
identsl
llnnk small
amounts ol money, like sin or
:uol(u\ tomakean impact,
bin it all counts," Weavet said
"They don't realize anything
they do will make a difference"
Current committee members
have already toyed with tin-idea
of c reating a scholarship out of
the funds, but Mclntyre said this
is onl) one idea ihe committee
will consider, since this yeai goals bale not let been set.
\\c- would like to come up
With-a campaign we can fulfill
no matter how much money we
make." he said.
file final decision on how to

Full-size private bathrooms
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection

Free cable
"True Separation"
soundproofing -•■. tern

No parking v
Available furnished
or unfurnished

any Ol the roughly 450 detainees
are subjected to such treatment.
He said regulations prevent him
iiom speaking about Individual
detainees, but that detainees are
Heated in conformance witli the
Geneva Conventions.
He discounted the allegation
that \amer was kept in solitary
confinement
"No deiaiiuv is in a situation
where they do not have available
human contact -I hours a day."
Bye said, but he declined to discuss whether Aamer has been
kept apart hum other detainees
for a year.
tamer told his lawyer the air
conditioner in his cell is often
turned off, leaving him sweltering
in the tropical heat or turned up
lull blast 'so the cell is freezing
cold"
Aamer claims he was working
foi acharirj organization whenbe
was captured in Afghanistan after
the Sept 11 attacks,
I he detainee won a measure
ol lame al the prison lasl ve.u
when be met with Arm) < ill. Mike
Bumgamer, who was then the
warden, to end a hunger strike by
detainees.
Aamei brought together a
six-man prisoners council that
attempted to negotiate improved
conditions and advocated thai
detainees lie tried or sent home,
his lawyers said, bill Ibelalks tailed
met was put in solitary confinement.

up in students, said committee
incmhei \laina kanlnei. sophu
more.
"This year we want them to
decide instead of just saying.
I his is what we're going to do,"
she said.
Mclntyre agreed the main
locus of the believe in UG campaign is to include as many students In I he process as possible
not just lo surpass the previous year's fundraising totals.
"This is a etonor-over-dollars c ampaign," he said. "Be it
$5, $10 or $50 thai you give, it
doesn't matter The idea is for
people to give."

CLASS OF 2007
LEGACY LUNCH"
SERIES
■ Sept. 19.11-50 am-130 pm
Union, mom $09.
■ Sept. 20.11:30 am-1:50 pm
Union, room 518
for more in'ormaton on the campaign.
• i'inty<*bgsu.edu

spend the money will be left

• Copper Beech Clubhouse

Large < apa< ity washer
& dryer

CIVIL
From Page 1
ihe ordinance places more
responsibilit) on the citizen and
the lie kel can be more expensive
it'not taken seriously.
Therearefourclassesofoffenses, and each is more expensive
than the previous, i ees increase
following each offense.
I ike wilh most tickets, oliicei
discretion is a big laclor in whether a warning or a ticket is handed
out according to Spencer,

hash and loud noises seem to
be the primary areas of concern
in civil offenses,
"In Id days we've issued two
c h il infracDoru — one for littering and one lot noise violations,"
Spencer said
Students receiving a civil
Infraction ticket will want to
lake action right away as fines
double after It) days.
for more information on payments in in siv II list of the civil
offenses and theit classification
visit unvwJigohio.org/clty-prosecutor/cwil ciiattonsMml
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Mothers throat slashed,
baby abducted in Missouri
By Jeff Douglj.
The Associated Press

UNION. Mo. — Police released
a sketch yesterday of a woman
they believe stole a baby alter
slashing the mother's throat,
hoping to generate new clues
in the four-day old case.
Stephanie
Ochsenbine,
21. helped
police artists with the
composite
drawing of
the woman
she
said
A sketch of a
woman suspect- attacked her
at her home
ed of stealing a
Friday and
10-day-old baby snatched her
baby, Abigale
in Union. Mo.
after slashing its Lynn Woods,
now
10
mothers throat
days old.
Friday
The drawing shows a
woman with dark hair wearing a baseball cap. Franklin
County Sheriff <.ary Toclke

Man
accused of
suffocating
family

said the suspect is believed to
be between 5-foot-4 and 5-8
and weighs about 200 pounds.
"I think the leads are over
250, and we anticipate getting more calls with the
release of the composite,"
Toclke said at a news conference releasing the sketch.
Toclke
said
Stephanie
Ochsenbine "wasn't completely
happy" with the sketch "hit it's
the best we could come up with."
i)( hsenbine was released
from St. lohn's Mercy Medical
Center in suburban St. Louis
on Sunday.
She did not attend the news
conference. Her grandfather,
lames Ochsenbine, declined
to comment on behalf of the
family and declined an interview request with his granddaughter, saying they wanted
her to rest.
FBIagentHolandCorvington
said he was hopeful the baby,
called Ahby by her relatives,
See Abduction | Page 12

The Associated Press
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By S«th BoransMin
The Associated Press
HOUSTON — Ail oxygen generator on the international space
station overheated and spilled
a toxic irritant yesterday, forcing the three-man crew to don
masks and gloves in the first
emergency ever declared ahoard
the 8-year-old orbiting outpost.
NASA said the crew members' lives were never in any
danger. They cleaned up the
spill with towels A charcoal
filter scrubbed the irritant out
of the air. And within a couple
of hours life ahoard the station 220 miles above Earth was
nearly back to normal.
But' it was the biggest scare
this smooth-running space station has had.
Although it paled in comparison to two fires and a collision
on two previous Russian space
stations and the nearly fatal
explosion on Apollo 13, the incident served as a reminder ol how
life-and-death emergencies can
come out of nowhere. It is why
an emergency space capsule is
always parked at the outpost in

Garcia to oversee
Homeland cyber
security
W^SHNGTON - The Homefand Security
Department picked an industry ^formation
security specialist yesterday m
arty chef. Hng a ftjb that has had no
permanent director far a year
Greg Garcia was appointed assistant sec
retary for cybersecunty and tdewrnmurKatens, Homeland Security Secretary Midiae*
Chertoff said Tne cybersecunty job was
created n July 2005 but department officials haw struggled to find canrJdates wifcng
to take SKjificant pay aits from industry
jobs to Hit
Part or Garaas job wJ be to oversee
the department's Natoral Cyber Seurtv
APPHOIO

Dmon Fofthebsttwywrs thati Hi eha
been run by Donald "Andy" rWy Jr. vrho G

PREPARING FOR FLIGHT: Space Station ciew members astronaut Jeff Williams, right.

a two-year contract employee on loan front

European Space Agency astronaut Thomas Reiter and cosmonaut Pavel Vmogradov wort in

Camega? Melon Unrversrty in Pittsburgh

the space station before the scheduled space walk on Sept. 12.

Camege Melon has received S19 mlon n

Case of 8 sudden order to aban-

were worried.

contracts from Homeland Secuntys cyber-,

don ship.
NASA never came close to
ordering the crew to leave the
station, spat/' station program
manager Mike Suffrcdini said.
But astronauts did reveal they

About three hours after the
emergency, station commander
PavelVlnogradcn tried to explain
what happened to Moscow

security office under IVdy's management
Garcia "bugs the right m. of experience
n cfNomvn and the pnvate ■
unue lo strengthen our robust partnerships
mat are essenMl to ths feW.' I

See NASA | Page 12

BRIEFS

Three die when pier
collapses at nightclub
PHIIAWLPHIA-T»O

businessmen «,e «u

the ptei holdrig up a rughtdub wouU colapse
wlhn hours but ignored the Writings, a decision
a prosecutot said yesterday as ther trial began

The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends affecting
information technology in the
university environment.

Pier 54owner Michael Asbelland Heatmgbtclub operator El Kareoty were being tried on
charges ol risking a catastrophe and conspiracy.

RICHMOND, Va. — A man
accused of sufl<x'ating a family
of three methodically wrapped
his victims' faces in duct tape,
ransacked their home and
then drove off while snacking
on food he stole from their
refrigerator, a prosecutor said
yesterday
"He killed them!" I'KIMTIIIIII
Matthew Geary said in opening statements, pointing at Ray
losephDandrtdge These people lay there three Of lour minutes before they lost consciousness — unable to breathe,
llrl|ili'ss."
Dandridge. 29, is charged
with diree counts of capital murder for the Ian. 6 killings of Pcrcyell Tucker, 55. his
wile. Man, liaskcrville-Tuc'ktT,
47, and her daughter, Ashlev
li.iskenille.LM.
He is charged with killing
someone during a roblx'ry. killing mon' than one person at a
time and killing more than one
person in a three-year period
i le is accused of killing the
family its pan ol a crime spree.

No problem in Houston: Spill cleaned quickly

NATION

that ultimately led to the deaths of three women,

By Kristen Gelinou

Tuesday. Septmt* 19.2006 7

They ignored years of warnings about the pier,
witch collapsed and sent (teens of nghtclti
customers into the Delaware River on May 18.
2000. prosecutor Jude Conroy sad.
"Every repair oat was done was done lor
cosmetK reasons only." Conroy told |urois ft hjs
opermg statement. "There were no reran to

The series is sponsored by
the Information Technology Committee,
the Office of the Executive Vice
President and the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.

that structure"
Warnings about the per s state got increashgty dre. Conroy said. On the momng of the
cobpse. a crack n a wal and the Hoot doubled
in siffi from 5 riches to 10 indies, Conroy said
An enoneer tdd Asbel and Katetny the pier
would colapse at low tide that night or the next
ironing
Jean Mane Fenaro. 27. Morxa Rodriguez.
21; and DeAtm Write. 25. died when the east
end of the pier plummeted into the river
Thedefenoanrs blamed the colapse on three
engineering companies they had hred over

Best Practices in the
Use of Digital Video
Streaming Service in
Classes and Training—
A Panel Presentation

the years - SI Hudson Enoneemg Inc. J.E.
Brenneman Co and Commerce Construction.
They said they paid the companies more than tl
mlon for repair work datng back to about 1995.
and had a frve-yeai warranty on a 1996 repar

Thursday, Sept. 21
2:30-3:45 p.m., 113 Olscamp Hall

that coveted the date of the aeddent.
Conroy sad jurors wouM hear yesterday from
fiefighters. inducing one who struggled to hold
onto Ferrato in the debris-fled water.
The women's fairies were awarded $74
mlon each in cwl damages

This Tech Trends offering will demonstrate the latest
developments in the DVSS services offered by WBGU.
Tony Short of WBGU will report on recent advancements
and Cheryl Joyce of WBGU will provide a demonstration.
A panel of expert users representing various disciplines
will share their experiences in using DVSS in their
classes and offer tips to faculty, staff and students to
use DVSS effectively.
Moderator:
Tony Short, director,
Television Learning Services, WBGU-TV
Demonstrator:
Cheryl Joyce, assistant director,
Television Learning Services, WBGU-TV
Panelists:
Melissa Spirek, associate professor, Journalism
Betsy Bunner, project director, AIDS education,
Health and Human Services
Rachel Vanatta, interim school director,
Leadership & Policy Studies
and associate professor, EDFI
Margaret Weinberger, instructor, Sociology
Discussion Leader:
Bonnie Fink, interim director,
Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology
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Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief, Wired magazine
Thursday, Oct. 26, 2:30 p.m., 101 Olscamp Hall
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Attacks in Iraq kill 41
with debate pending
By Elena B«c»toros
The Associated Press

ROSHAN MUGHflt

REMARKS BRING CHAOS:
Mu;arl,ir ■

I tam Kashmiri proti

:v ol Pope Benedict XVI toe his remarks about Islam, which hut the sei
i I'opeapolocjize fully lor Ins rwiHtls on Islam and noleiice Placard a; i

Al-Qaida threatens pope over quote
By Lee Keath
The Associated Press

by a Danish papei. I he caiica
lines, which Muslims saw as
insulting Muhammad, set oil
large, violent protests across the
Islamic world.
So ha, protests over the pope's
comments have been smaller.
I lowever, there has been some
violence: Attackers hurled firebombs at seven chinches in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip ovet the
weekend, and a nun was shot to
death iii Somalia
Some 200 Khamenei loyalists in
the Syrian capital. Damascus, held
a protest yesterda) at tin Islamic
Shrine, dismissing die pope's
apology. "The popes sorrow was
equivocal," read one banner.
Do/ens protested outside
the Vatican I mbass) in lakarta,
Indonesia, and schools and
shops in the Indian-controlled
section of Kashmir shut their
doors iii protest.
"Mis comments real!) hurl
Muslims all over [he world.'Dinar
Nawawi "I the radical Islamic
Defenders' I tout said in lakarta,
■ We should remind him not to
sac such things which can only
fuel a hoi) war."
Islamic countries also asked
the U.N. Human Rights Council
to examine the question ol reli
gious tolerance. Malaysia's foreign
minister, Syed llaniiri \lhai, said
Benedicts apolog) was "inadequate to calm the anger."
In
Egypt,
the
Muslim
Brotherhood said the anger
should not be allowed to hurl ties
with the Middle last's Christian
minorities. But worries among
Christians in the region are high.
Guards have been posted
around some chinches, and
the head ol Egypts Orthodox
Coptic Church, I'ope Shcnouda
III, disassociated himself from
Benedicts statements.

"The pope's words have caused a deep
wound in the hearts of Muslims that won't

CAIRO, Egypt - Al-Qaida in
I riii | warned Pope Benedici wi
yesterday that its war against
Christianity and the Wfesi will
go (in unlit Islam takes over the
world, and bans supreme leadei
called for more protests over the
pontiffs remarks on Islam.
Protests broke out in South
Asia and Indonesia, with angrj
Muslim', saying Benedicts statement ni regret a da) earlier did
not go far enough. In southern
Iraq, demonstrators carrying
black Hags burned an effigj or
the |M)|H\
Islamic leaders around the
world issued more condemnations of the popes comments, but
some moderates In tin' Middle
East appeared to In- living to put
a damper on the outrage, tearing it could spiral into attacks on
Christians in the region
tin Sunday, Benedici said lie
was "deep!) sorry" over an) linn
cau-ed by bis comments made
in a speech List week, ill which
he quoted a medieval text char
acterizlng some of the Prophet
Muhammad's teaching- as "evil
and Inhuman" and (tilling Islam a
religion spread by the sword.
Benedici said the remarks
came from a text that didn't reflect
his own opinion, bin he did not
retract what he said 01 sac he was
sorry he uttered what proved to
tie explosive words.
The Vatican yesterda) sought to
defuse the anger, ordering papal
representatives around the wciild
to meet with leaders ol Muslim
countries to explain the pope's
point of view and lull context ol'
his speech,
■toman
Catholic leaders

heal for a long time, and then only after a
clear apology to Muslims"
stepped forward to defend the
pontiff. At an Italian bishops' conference, Cardinal CamiUo Ruini
underlined the bishops' "total
closeness and solidarity to the
pope'' and said the) deplored
Interpretations ol the pope's comments "which attribute to the
Hoi) Rather .. errors that he has
in it committed and aim at attack
ing his |MTsiin and his ministry"
lew in the Islamic world were

satisfied b) Benedk ft statement
of regret.
"The pope's words ha\e caused
a deep wound in the hearts ol
Muslims thai won't heal lor a long
lime, and then onK alter a clear
apology to Muslims," l.gypi's religious affairs minister, Mahmoud
Hamdi Zaqzouq, wrote in a column in the government daily AlAhram yesterday,
An influential Egyptian cleric,
Sheik "mussel al Qaradawi, called
lor protests alter weekly prayers
on Friday, but maintained the)
should be peaceful,
Extremists said the popes comments proved that theWfest was in
a war against Islam.
Al-Qaida in Iraq and ils allies
issued a Statement addressing
the pope as a c loss worshipper'
and warning, "You and the West
are doomed, as you c an see from
the defeat in Iraq, Afghanistan,
Chechnya and elsewhere.
"Yon infidels and despots, we
will continue our jihad boh war]
and never slop until (kid .nails

ns to chop youi nee ks and raise
the fluttering banner ol mono
theism, when t iod's rule is estab*
lished governing till people and
nations," said the statement in
the Mujahedeen Shura Council,
an umbrella organization ofSunni
Vrab extremist groups in Iraq.
toother Iraqi extremist group,
\iis,u al Sunna, challenged
"sleeping Muslims'' to prove their
manhood In doing something
other than "issuing statements or
holding demonstrations,"
"If the stupid pig is ptant
ing with his blasphemies in his
house.' the group said in a Well
statement referring to the pope,
"then let him wail lor the da)
coming soon when the armies of
the religion of right knock on the
walls of Rome."
In Iran, supreme leadei
\v.uollah Ali Khamenei used
the comments to call lor protests against the United States,
lie argued that while the pope
may have been deceived into
making his remarks, the words
give the West an "excuse loi sup
pressing Muslims'' by depicting
them as terrorists.
"Those who benefit luim the
pope's comments and drive their
own arrogant policies should he
targeted with attacks and pro
tests.' he said, referring to the
United States.
Hie anger recalled the outrage
earlier this year ovei cartoons
depicting the prophet published

BAGHDAD — Bombers and
gunmen killed at least 41
people and wounded dozens
across Iraq yesterday, while
parliament leaders again put
off debate on legislation that
some Iraqis feat could threaten the country's unity and
bring even more violence.
The U.S. military relinquished control of a second
Iraqi army division as Iraqi
officials prepared to further lighten security ahead
of the Muslim holy month of
Ramadan, when insurgent
attacks tend to spike.
In a positive development
for Iraq's leaders, predominantly Sunni Arab tribes in a
volatile western province have
joined to light insurgents in
the region and want the government and the U.S.-led
coalition to supply them with
weapons, a tribal leader said.
Tribal leaders and clerics
in Kamadi. capital of violent
Anbar province, met last week
and set up a force of about
20,000 men "ready to purge

the city of these infidels,"
Sheik Fassal al-Guood, a tribal
leader from Hamadi, told The
Associated Press.
"People are fed up with the
acts of those criminals who
take Islam as a cover for their
crimes," he said. "The situation
in the province is unbearable,
the city is abandoned, most of
the families have fled the city
and all services are poor.''
An indication of the situation came yesterday when two
suicide car bombers attacked
a police station in Ramadi,
killing at least two police officers and wounding 26 people,
the Interior Ministry and U.S.
military said. Al-Arabiya and
al-lazeera television put the
death toll much higher, saying
13 people were killed.
A suicide bomber also
struck in Tal Afar, a city 2b0
miles northwest of Baghdad
that has seen much insurgent
activity In (he past, killing at
least 2(1 people and wounding
17. Bombings and shootings in
arid tt round Baqouba.35 miles
northeast of the capital, killed
12 people.
See IRAQ I Page II

Shiite militias in Bagnaa
causes worry for U.S.
By Antonio Castancda
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq—U.S. soldiers
living to win back Baghdad's
streets say they have been surprised by the power and popularity of Shiite militias, whose
presence they view as a major
obstacle to curbing violence in
tin- lily.
Some soldiers, interviewed
during operations in recent
days in eastern Baghdad, said
they believe the militias outnumber and outgun Iraqi forces. That is troubling because
Iraqi forces arc supposed
in maintain order once the
Americans are gone.
I \ en mote troubling, the soldiers suspect that militia leaders, most notably radical Shiite
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, enjoy
greater stipporl among the
Shiite residents of the capital
than do Iraqi security forces.
II the Iraqi police and Iraqi
arm) had a guy like (al-Sadr)
— someone people believe
in — maybe they'd be a little
stronger," said Capt. Dwayne
Waits, 30, of Little Hock. Ark.

"You sec posters of him all over
the place, but you don't see
posters of the Iraqi police chief
or an Iraqi army colonel."
More than 3,000 of the bestequipped U.S. troops from the
172nd Stryker Brigade Combat
learn were moved to Baghdad
last month after Iraqi forces
failed to stem Sunni-Shiite killings in the capital, renewing
fears of civil war.

U.S. commanders hope that
American troops will find and
sweep away enough weapons
and militiamen to allow Iraqi
troops to regain control.
But while attacks in Baghdad
are down somewhat from a
summertime high, suicide
bombings and death squad
killings have increased in
recent days.
In the first days of the offensive, the 172nd Strykers moved
through some Sunni and religiously mixed neighborhoods
west of the Tigris River, which
flows through the center of
Baghdad.
Now they are focusing on
the Shiite neighborhoods
of eastern Baghdad such as
See MILITIA I Page II
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Running back Macon a
preacher... but not just
in BGSUs huddle
By Matt Riddle
Reporter

The typical life of a college foothall players consists of working
out. recovering, going to c lass
and practicing. BG running
hack Dan Macon does all of
the above, but that's not all.
Macon heard his calling.
Not the call of Falcon coach
(iregg Brandon, but the call of
the lord.
Macon is a co-pastor at
his father's church outside of
(leveland.
At first I really don't know
if I believed it," said teammate
Fete Wlnovich. "The more and
more you get to know Dan, It's
pretty evident that he's good
at speaking the Word ol I lod
Whenever he would talk in
the locker room he had the
Minster tone."
Macon's lather, Hev. Dr.
I.any I Macon. started the
Mount Zion church 23 years
iigo in Oakwood Village. Ohio.
I he church started off with
just 25 members and currently
has 3,500,

FOOTBALL
Sanderson
named MAC East
Defensive Player of
the Week
Freshman Jerett Sanderson
picked off two passes in the
final three minutes to stop
go-ahead drives and scored
on a fumble recovery on
special teams in the second
quarter against Florida
International to earn the

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's Golf:
John Piper Invitational: /
day.

esasa
co-pastor and
running back

"It's a pretty large church
and we're currently adding
onto it as we speak." Macon
said. "I have lieen there my
entire life.'
On Sepi. 2. at Cleveland
Browns Stadium. Macon
played his first game of the
season against Wisconsin in
front of 300 members of Mount
Zion church. The members of
the church were there that
Saturday to return the favor
of what Macon brings to them
on Sundays.
Since Macon was 13 years
old, he has been preaching the
word of God. Macon started
his religious calling not only
because he was raised with a
lather as a pastor, but because
he wanted to teach the Bible.
MACON

HO

OUR CALL

Jealousy over girl sparked
shootings at Duquesne

Roy Williams' arrogance:
The Lions receiver guaranteed victory last
week over the
Bears, only to

By Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

be taken to the wood shed
by Chicago in a 54-7 beating. The best part - he's
guaranteed victory for
week three.

On the way down
Roy Williams'
popularity in
Detroit:
Following the week two loss.
Williams claimed that "the
score means nothing when
explaining why he struck a
pose following his TD recep-

JOROANflOWEB

'IKNfWS

STARTING STRONG: Ashley Jalupcm led the Falcons this weekend with a singles file in the lop flight losing only one set

tion, despite the Lions being

down 10-0 at the time

The List
The Jakupcin sisters conjure
up thoughts of some of the
other great sibling-combos
in sports:

1. Eli/Peyton
Manning: Two of the
best quarterbacks in the
NFL, and they're only getting
better

2. Serena/Venus
Williams: When dad is
deciding who wins the next
Grand Slam Title, they must
be good.

3. Tiki/Ronde
Barber: These twins set
the bar high at their positions of running back and
corner Aside from being talented, they also have two of
the coolest names around.

4.Jeff/Jered
Weaver: Although Jeff
has seen better days, younger brother Jered is proving to
be one of the premier pitchers in the league folbwing
his rookie campaign.

5. Charlie Sheen
and Emilio Estevez:
Its hard to deny the pitching skill
of Charlie in "Major League and
the hockey prowess of Emlo in
"Mighty Ducks"

U

Advantage Falcons
Home-court edge helps tennis team open season on very high note
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Spoils Eclitoi

The season got off to a promising
start ini" the BGSU women's tennis team this past weekend.
The Falcons opened the year
on their home courts and had
success, winning three singles
titles and one doubles title during
their own BGSII Invitational.
"We had a leu ol tans I here

this weekend, other people
besides our parents," said Vshle)
lakupcln, "A lol »i students
|came| so it was good in play in
front of everybody."
Hosted by thr Falcons, the
even) featured Akron. Cleveland
State, Youngstown State, Xavicr.
Dayton, Toledo and UIC
BG had the most singles titles
with three and overall titles with
four. Toledo was a elose second
as they captured two singles
titles and one doubles title.
It wasagood start on our home
courts and it felt good to start
the season oil there." said kclscy
lakupcln, Ashley's sister. "It was
a chance to get rid of all the negative energy and get used to the
people we're playing with."

"It was a good start on
our home courts and
it felt good to start
the season there."
In her opening-round match
Ashley topped Akron's lama
Gombera, 6-3,6-4, In her second
round match she faced CSU's
Sarah Galon, and after losing the
second set t>-2. \shiev recovered
and rolled to a li-1 set win and
match win to earn a spot in the
title match.
Menoff did not lose a set in
her flight six title run. She rolled
through Dayton's Amanda
O'Connell 6-1, 6-1 and CSU's
Kristin Chamberlain 6-1, 6-0.
Annie Diedalis of Xavier gave
her a little more of a fight, hut

Menoff prevailed 6-3, <>-2 In the
title match.

kint/el did not have a hard
time gelling to the flight seven
tide match hut had to light back to
win it. After heating Youngstown
Slate's Kelly ( .ulbcrtsiin 6-2, 6-2
and Laura I lemlepp of Akron 6-2,
6-1 she headed into the title match.
Mackenzie Hoops of Dayton
proved to be the toughest test, taking the fiisi sei from Kintzd, 6-1.
kiiii/il bounced back and took
the next set bj thesamescore.The

By Jo* Kay

3, and gave her the title.
The Falcons wen somewhat
frustrated liecaiiscol limited practice due to the weather but slaved
poised throughout the match.
"We had rain all of last week

The Associated Press

so a couple days of practice were
rained out." Ashley lakupcln
said. "We knew we had to work
See TENNIS I Page 10

JORDAN FIOWER

IHEBGKfWS

BACK ON THE COURT: Jenna Nussbaum and the Falcons came out strong in theii season
opener, winning the BGSU Invitational with strong peffonnances horn new and old (aces alike

See SHOOTING! Page 10

Rose insists signed balls
were not to make money

third set went in Kinlzel's favor, 6-

Sophomore Stefanie Menoff
and freshman Samantha Kint/el
won the doubles title for the
Falcons. Both girls also won a
singles title. Ashley lakupcln,
one of two Falcon seniors, won
the other singles title for BG.
Ashley lakupcinstartedintlie top
flight, losing just one set on her waj
to a default win in die due match
over Toledo's Myriam Cueva.
"I feel pretty well. I know I'll be
facing some of those girls into the
season so it was nice to see them
play," Ashley said. "I was a little
disappointed that Cueva faulted
but I guess whatever happens."

PITTSBURGH — As basketball players Aaron lackson
and Stephen Wood lay helpless In front of a Duquesne
University dormitory, bullet
after bullet Hew by them, and
the same thought crossed
each of their minds.
"It seemed like the bullets never stopped com
tag," lackson said yesterday,
absent-mindedly rubbing the
left wrist that was grazed by
one of the bullets.
I hej kept coming, constantly," Wood said.
Five Duquesne players
wen struck by those bullets
early Sunday morning by an
unidentified shooter or shooters thai injured nearly half of
the teams scholarship athletes, a blow unparalleled in
any NCAA Division I basketball program.
yesterday, three players
remained hospitalized, luniorcollege transfer forward Sam
Ashaolu, 23. of Toronto, a cousin of former Houston Rockets
star Hakeem Olajuwon. was
in critical condition, his life in
danger, after a bullet shattered

and separated into three sections ol his head.
Stuard Baldonado, 21, a 6foot-7 forward and another
junior college transfer, of
Colombia, was In serious but
Improving condition with left
arm and back injuries. I le was
told by surgeons that a bullet missed his spinal column,
which would almost certainly
cause paralysis, by one-quarter of an inch before lodging
in a lower back muscle. Junior
guard Kojo Mensah, 21, of
New York City, who was shot
in the arm and shoulder, was
kepi in the hospital for another night to receive injections
of antibiotics.
lackson. 20, of Hartford,
Conn., and Shawn lames, 23.
ol New York City were treated
and released.
In Interviews yesterday with
The Associated Press, several
players said the shootings
apparently resulted from an
act ol jealousy by a non-student unhappy that the girlfriend he accompanied to a
dance, sponsored by the Black
Student Union, talked with a
player or players for the Dukes.

( l\( IWAI'I — Pete Rose
autographed and wrote apologies for betting on baseball
on halls for friends but never
expected the balls to be sold
publicly, his business agent
said Monday.
A New lersey auction house
plans to put 30 such balls up
for bid in April, unsure how
much they'll fetch. The baseballs belonged to a memorabilia collector who died in
December.
Baseball's banished hits
king signed the balls for some
of his friends about a year ago
but didn't want them put up
for sale, according to business
agent Warren Greene.
"These guys are collectors.
Pete signed for them," Greene
said. "Pete made zero dollars
for signing them."
The baseballs say "I'm sorry
I bet on baseball" in block letters, with Rose's autograph
directly below. Greene didn't
know who suggested the
inscription.
Rose accepted a lifetime
ban for gambling in 1989, but
denied betting on baseball

for nearly 15 years. He finally
acknowledged in his latest
autobiography, published In
January 2004,'that he had bet
on baseball while he managed
the Cincinnati Reds.
During his exile from baseball. Hose has made a living
in part off his memorabilia
signings. During an appearance years ago, he agreed to
sign a fan's copy of baseball's
Dowd Report, which contained the evidence that he
bet on baseball.
Greene said a collector who
got some of the "I'm sorry"
baseballs gave 30 of them to
Barry llalper, a limited partner in the New York Yankees.
After llalper's death, his family contacted Robert Fdward
Auctions to sell his sports
memorabilia.
There was a box of these
baseballs." auction house
president Robert Lifson said.
"When I saw them, I couldn't
help but thinking, 'Wow,'"
I ifson couldn't guess how
much fans will bid for the
apology baseballs. Rose's Web
site features autographed
balls for $86.99. Other balls
with inscriptions such as "Hit
King" are offered for S104.
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SHOOTING

From Page 9

From Page 9

through some hard limes
with a couple less days, bul
we did well."
The Falcons received
third place finishes from
Kelsey lakupcin and Andrea
Voile in the third and fourth
flights respectivelv.
In the fifth flight, freshman K.iua Babina dropped
the opening match. She
would recover though and
wi n the hack draw in a supertiebreaker. 10-7. against
Akron's Amy Sherlock.
Menoff and Kintzcl played
well in flight three of the
doubles matches to capture thai title, i hey won by
scores of 8-5. 8-2 and then
H-ti ill the title match against
the CSU dun of Vogelgesang
andMuntean.
"We learned how to play
with each other and we got
more experience in doubles
because we have new partners this season," kelsc\
lakupcin said.
The lakupcin sisters were
doubles partners last season.
Ashley is a senior ami a cap
tain now and has to be a
leader for her team.
"I have to treat her more
like a teammate than a sister
sometimes.' kelsey said. "It

BRANDON HCISS

MACON
From Page 9
Through speaking with kids,
Macon developed a natural ability to speak the words of the
Bible, leading him to hear his

makes me want to be like her

calling as a co-pastor.

— she's a role model."

"The co-pastor thing came
second," Macon said. "I smiled off with the youth ministry
just speaking lo kids and now I

speak to the whole congregation

Birch Run Golf Club
Only 10 Minutei from Cwipui!
oil I 75 South in
North Baltimore on 5c Rt 18
Student ID Special:
%itjf Weekday 18 Holes with cart
^J^ .'.ee.end 18 Holes with cart

'•::.'.■.■.

SON OF A PREACHER: Dan Macon spends Saturdays reading defenses and Sundays reading (he Bible as co-pastor of his dad's church.

on Sunday"
This season, Macon is the
starting tailback lot the Falcons
after redshlrting last season, in
three games he lias I -IT" yards
rushing, one touchdown and
eighl receptions for lOOvaids.
Being a co-pastor off the field
has affected Macon's leadership
skills mi the field
"Being a pastor has helped me
mature it also has helped my
leadership skills." Macon said.
"I've been leading people foi a
while and offering advice. When
il comes time to speak in the
locker room, ii comes eas] to
speak to my teammates. I know
I have that gifi to speak with
people, and religiously If someone needs in\ help, they know

I'm here."

Wlnovich has also witnessed Macon's leadership
skills firsthand.
"Dan has thai leadership presence, especially with the younger kids," Wlnovich said. "He
knows how to lead, and when
he speaks in llie locker room.
people listen."
There are certain factors
thai come together With being
a NCAA athlete and a co-pastor. It's not common that these
responsibilities mix together,
but Rev. Macon and his wife
are supportive of their son.
Macon's parents enjoj
watching their son compete
on Saturdays and preach
on Sundays.
"On Sundaj 's i speak to the
ministry and mj parents feel
a lot more comfortable With
meal the pulpit," Macon said.
"My mother always says hou
net vousshe is with me on the
football field. I do think that
there is a Mule more excitement on the football field, bul
even at the church my family
gets Up and sc reams lor me."
Being a college football player requires a big commitment.
especial!} on weekends, which
lias forced Mac on to put being a

"While I'm here at BC I can't
do as much as I could if I was
ai home, bul njy church understands that I'm here playing
football, and they support me."
Macon said.
After his graduation. Macon
ma) pursue his dream of being
a pastor.
"I would definitely want to be
a pastor if the Lord leads me
that way," Macon said. That is
one thing that I love to do, it
would he an honor to take over
my father's church."
Coach Brandon also sees
Macon's bright future.
"Dan could he the heir apparent 10 his father, if he elects tu go
down that road." Brandon said.
"Like father like son."
Macon provides the football
team with his running skills
but also his leadership and
honor. When Brandon recruited
Macon, he knew he was getting
the entire package.
"Absolutely he brings an
amount of poise, determination and leadership lo the
held.' Brandon said. "It's nice
to see him manifest that to our
younger players. From being a
religious pastor, it brings out the
best qualities in him and to our

co-pastor aside.

other players."

"We didn't have any conflict
at all," said Wood, a freshman
who left New York City to play
at Duquesne partly to live on
what traditionally is considered a safe campus. "We were
just having a good time. There
was jealousy because girls were
showing us attention."
The players were followed by
the disgruntled non-student
and at least one of his acquaintances when they left the
dance, they said, and the shootings happened as the players
walked together toward the
dormitory. Mensah, Ashaolu
and Baldonado were the first to
be hit; lames was wounded on
the foot but escaped by running
across the nearby football field.
Wood, who was not struck,
said he saw Baldonado bleed
ing tiadly from his left arm and
quickly took off his own shirt
and applied a tourniquet.
"1 turned away, and saw Stu
on the floor, and my first reaction was to take my shirt off and
try to slop the bleeding," Wood
said. "Then I turned around
and I saw Sam laying there."
Mensah, struck himself,
aided several players by helping to barricade them behind
a steel door, lackson lifted
the 230-pound Baldonado on
his back, carried him to his
car and drove him to nearby
Mercy Hospital.
"He was real heavy," lackson
said. "I le's the strongest guy I've
ever met. But when he passed
out on me in the car, man, that

really (was bad)."

lackson and Wood downplayed their roles, saying
they didn't consider themselves heroes.
"We didn't think about ibis,
or to do that." lackson said. "You
think.'Oh. that'smy man. we're
going lo look out for him.'"
"They would do the same
thing for us, if it were the other
way around." Wood said.
Baldonado, ihemosi promising of the Dukes' 10 recruits,
likely won't play this season
because his back injury will
need two to three months of
rehabilitation. He Is expected to
be released from Mercy I lospiial
by the end of I he week.
The bullet lodged in his lower
back muscle is expected to be
surgically removed Tuesday.
Baldonado also was shoi in the
left arm, and doctors trans
planted a vein from his groin
lo thai aim during rcconstiiu
tfve surgery. The former Miami
Dade player also has slighih
less strength in one thumb
than another, possibly because
of nerve damage that normallv
heals itself.
"I'm lucky," he said Monday.
Coach Ron Everhart was trying not lo think alxmi how the
shootings would affect his program, saying "our biggest concern is for the players and their
families." But athletic director
(ireg AmodiO was opliniisiic
the incident would not hurl the
program's image or recruiting
"If I were a player, these
are the kind of guys I would
want to be playing with if I
were on a college basketball
learn," he said.

KEITH SRAK0CIC

SORROW: The Duquesne University mens basketball team enters the chapel on campus lo attend Mass in Pittsburgh on Sunday The priest celebrating the Mass asked lor
prayers for the five members of the learn thai were shot after a dance on campus early
Sunday morning.

What is

for You?

Whose Line is it Anyways?
Greg Proops and Chip Esten
Sal Sep. 23 at 9pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Tickets on sale NOW $10
available at the BTSU Info Desk
or online at bgsu.musictoday.com

Free Movie Series
Click
BTSU Movie Theater
Tonight, Tues. Sep. 19. Fri. Sep. 22. and Sun. Sep. 24 al 9:30 pm

The Biggest Back to School Poster Sale
BTSU Second Floor Mult Purp Rm
Today through Fri. Sep. 22
9am-6pm

Battle of the Bands
Wed. Sep. 27 at 6:30
BTSU Falcon's Nest
Grand Prize: Opening slot in this year's Homecoming concert
and performance in the Black Swamp Pub
Send Demo and Contact Information to:
University Activities Organization
408 BTSU Ann: Battle of the Bands
Deadline for submissions: Wed. Sep. 20
Are you intrested in gelling involved in

Event Planning?

Join University Activities Organization
Come Join our Fun-Loving Team!
We are looking for FUN. SPIRITED.MOTIVATED AND CREATIVE NEW PEOPLE!
Now Accepting Applications
due: September 22, 2006
pick up applications at the Office of Campus Involvement
410 Bowen Thompson Student Union

Union Black Swamp Pub Series
Thurs. Sep. 21 at 8pm
BG's own Kyle Patrick
Join us for a blend of rock, pop, jazz, blues, and soul.
This guy will make you want to get oul of your seat and dance

Questions?
Call 419.372.2486 or
visit www.bgsu.edu/ollices/uao
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IRAQ
From Page 8
Al least six more people died
in oilier Incidents around Iraq,
and authorities found at least
five bodies, including two
women, that probably were victims of the sectarian reprisal
killings being waged between
Shiite and Sunni Arabs.
In Baghdad, political leaders
from Shiite. Kurdish and Sunni
Arab groups met to discuss the
federalism bill submitted to
parliament this month by the
largest Shiite bloc, the United
Iraqi Alliance. They canceled
a formal parliament debate
scheduled for today.
The head of the largest Sunni

Arab alliance, Adnanal-Dulaimi,
said the faction leaders would
meet again to discuss the issue
today, hut said the bill would not
be debated until a later
as yet

unspecified —date.
The legislation calls for setting up a system to allow creation of autonomous regions
in the predominantly Shiite
south much like the self-ruling
Kurdish region in northern Iraq.
Sunni Arabs fear that would
split Iraq apart and fuel sectarian bloodshed.
The Kurdish north and SJiiitc
south hold Iraq's oil fields, while
the predominantly Sunni Arab
areas don i have any,
Sunni Arabs say that before
autonomy legislation can be
passed, parllamenl mUSI name
a committee to amend the constitution — a key demand they
made when they agreed to join
shiite Prime Minister N'ouri alMaliki's government. One of the
amendments they seek would
weaken the ability to set up selfruling cantons
Al-Dulaimi. as well as Shiite
and Kurdish lawmakers, said the

Kurds had proposed setting up
the committee simultaneously
with submitting the draft bill for
debate sometime in the future.
Yesterday's violence came as
the government prepared to
announce new security measures for Baghdad ahead of
Ramadan, which is expected to
start Sept. 24.
Defense Ministry spokesman Mohammed al -Askari
told the AP the measures would
be adopted two or three days
before the holy month begins
to "protect citizens from terrorists attacks."
The Iraqi army's -Ith Division
also came tinder Iraqi control
in central Salahuddin province
Monday, the government said.
Il was the second of Iraq's HI
divisions to be put under direct
Iraqi control since Sept. 7. when
coalition forces handed over
control of Iraq's armed forces
command to the government.

NAWIAUURANI
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THE BIGGEST
BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER
MOST IMAGES
ONLY $6, $7 AND

$8

1HE ASSOCIATED Mt«'

SECURITY: Bntrsh soldiers stand quard neac their convoy, in Basra. Iraq's second-largest city yesterday Bombers and gunmen killed fortyone people in Iraq yesterday as Iraqi security forces prepared to further tighten security ahead of the holy month of Ramadan

MILITIA
From Page 8
Shaab and I Jr. where support
for al-Sadr's Maluli Army militia
is strong.
When U.S. troops first entered
Shaab and Ur, children threw
rocks at them — sometimes in
full view of I raqi forces. The soldiers found posters of al-Sadr
prominently displayed, along
with several flowing banners
warning "Death to the Infidels."
U.S. officials considei the
Mahdi Army and other armed
groupsa threat to the authority of
Prime Minister \ouiI il Malikis
government of national unity.
But many Shiites believe the
militias ate their best protection against Sunni insurgents
and religious zealots — who
have killed thousands of Shiites
since the collapse of Saddam
Hussein's regime in 20(13.
"Everyone's drawn to militias, which give immediate
results, which is what thej
want," said Staff Sgt. lustin
Nelson, 26, of Stockton, Calif.
"It-goes back to popular support for the militias.''
[he militias also are linked
lo politicians — both Sunnis
and Shiites. That requires the

\mei leans to move carefully.
I verythingisso political now
with the political support for
these militias. You can't step on
anyone's toes when you're trying
to bring these people to justice,"
Nelson said.
Iraqi forces recognize the
threat and power of the militias — adding lo problems in
the ranks.
Recently. Iraqi troops assigned
to liuikl checkpoints lo block
outgoing traffic didn't show up
lor work on time, leaving U.S.
soldiers scrambling to build
makeshift harriers.
"That's just the was they
work.'' said Waits, assigned to

the ith Squadron, i-ith Cavalry
Regiment. The Iraqi soldiers
later appeared, Inn allowed
much of the traffic to pass without a search. Some Iraqi police
officers even helped move the
harriers that Americans had put
in place-.
All that leaves many U.S. soldiers wondering whether the
Iraqis will be able to maintain
control once the Americans
move on,
Iraqi forces "are not afraid
to do the job. to go out there
and defend themselves. But
I think they know they're outnumbered,'' said Capt. David

Ramirez said. "I think thai when
we go In there with them in an
area —that at least evens things
out for l hem."
Waits said lie leareel the U.S.
and Iraqis don't have enough
forces to control Baghdad, a city
of about 6 million people.
"We have a brigade here, but
Baghdad is a big place." Waits
said. "Iraqi security Ibices are
supposed to take over after we
leave. Inn they're not always
that good. After we leave, It's
back to them."
Sectarian hatred is palpable.

Where:
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Second Floor - Multi-Purpose Room

One Sunni Arab widow, whose
Shiite husband died years ago,
told Ramirez recently that she
had been forced to flee her Sunni
neighborhood because her children were Shiite.
She sought refuge in mostly
Shiite Shaab, only to face threats
from Shiite militiamen who
didn't want Sunnis living there,
Ramirez said. She is now homeless and roaming the streets of
Shaab, begging the Americans
to take her from Iraq,
I his is a peacekeeping operation between people who don't
want peace," said one officer
who asked not to be named so
he could speak freely. "What's
going to happen here is going
to happen."

When:
Mon. Sept. 18 thru Fri. Sept. 22
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sponsor:
UAO

NATO puts Taliban on the move in southern Afghanistan
power in 2001.

By Fi.nik Abrashi
The Associated Press

11. (lea David Richards, head of

KABUL Afghanistan - WOO said
Sunday that its two-week offensive
in south Alghanistan was a "significant success" lliathaddrfvvn'lalihaii
insurgents from their positions and
opened the way for development
But violence was unabated, with
suicide bombers killing two civilians
and wounding six soldiers.
Militants also took control of a
district in the west of the country
after chasing away the police, an
official said, in an apparent attempt
ID open a new front

The developments came as the
country is going through its Moodiest phase since the l J.S.-lcd invasion
existed the hard-line 'lalihan from

the JII.KXI siiong NATO-led face
in Afghanistan, said die insurgents
base Ixin lorced out of the volatile tonnci liilihan hcanland, and
reconstruction and development
efforts there would soon begin.
Alliance officials have said more
than 500 militants were killed during the two-week operation, centered matntj In Panjwal, Pashmul
and Zharl districts of southern
Kandahar province.
two foreign military convoys
in different areas came under
attack from suicide bombers,
a method frequently used by
insurgents in Iraq.
A 17-year old carrying explosives jumped in front of a U.S.
military comov east of Kabul, kill-

ing a bystander and wounding
three American soldiers. Afghan
police said.
Earlier in the day. a suicide
bomber plowed his explosiveladen vehicle into a Canadian
military convoy in southern
Afghanistan, killing one civilian
and wounding three soldiers.
'Ihe IximlxT targeted the convoy
west of Kandahar city, said /ulni.u
Khan, a police official at the scene
I iglil civilians were also hurt in the
blast, police said.
Most of Afghanistan's recent
surge in violence has taken place in
volatile soutliem provinces, when
some H.IXX) NA'U) forces took military control from the U.S.-led coalition on Aug. I. NATO commanders
say they need another 2.500 tnxips
plus greater air supixin

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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Bush revises
plan for terror
suspects
By Ann* Plummsr Flaherty
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The White
I louse told lawmakers it would
scud Congress a revised proposal late yeslerdaj for dealing
with terrorism suspects as th*
number of GOP senators publicly opposing President Bush's
initial plan continued to grow.
A Republican-led Senate
committee last week defied
Hush and approved terrordetainee legislation that
Bush vowed to block. Sen.
John Warner, normally a
Bush supporter, pushed die
measure through his Senate
Armed Services Committee
by a 15-9 vote.
John Ullyoi. a spokesman
for Warner, said the Virginia
senator expected to receive
another draft of the legislation. No details were immediately available.
The White House was adamant last week that the Senate
proposal would end the CIA
program to interrogate terrorists. Top officials spoke with
reporters and senators in a bid

ABDUCTION
From

is alive.
"From history, il somebod)
wants a child, I would assume
that child's being taken care
of." he said.
Corvington said authorities were still awaiting lab
results on fingerprints from
a knife found Sunday near
the home, about Ifi miles
southwest ol St. Louis.
About Kit) members of the
Missouri National Guard
who have assisted in the
Investigation have ended
their grid search of the area
near the home. Toelke said
authorities will rely on tips
and interviews, though additional searches are planned.
Fliers showing the baby
were posted in gas stations
and restaurants in Union. The
6-pound girl, born Sept. 8, has
dark hair attd a strawberry
birthmark on her forehead.
Ochsenbine told police she
did not know the woman who

SH»NiIMCCO»
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SECURITY: In this Jan II, 2002 file photo released by the U.S. Navy, detainees in oiange
lump suits sit m a holding area under the watchful eyes ol military police at Camp X-Ray at
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, during, in-processing to the temporary detention facility.
In the few short years since the fust shackled Afghan shuffled off to Guantanamo. the US
military has created a global network of overseas prisons, keeping 14.000 detainees
to shore up support lor Hush's

legislation instead
Whether Bush would have
enough \otes to win on the
Senate floor remained unclear.

Oil Monday Warner appealed
to have the majority of support
in the Senate, with at least 52
votes in their favor il Democrats

backed them as expected.

came to her door and entered
the house asking to use the
telephone Ochsenbine's !■
year-old son, Connor, also
was in the house but was
unharmed.
Ochsenbine and others
close to her are not considered
suspects, but Toelke said no

"...if somebody
wants a child, I would
assume the child's
being taken care of"
RciWCoivngton

one has been ruled out.
Authorities have asked hospitals and doctors to be on the
lookout for anyone bringing in

a newborn,
I lie abductor has been
profiled as someone who
had a child die recently or as
someone who could tint have
children, told people she was
pregnant and needed to steal
a child so her lie would not be
found out.

Running Specials
2006/2007

Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

From Page 7

H
163 South Mlln Siren
IWlintf Green

Mission Control, saying "different thoughts came to my mind."
Russian flight controllers inter
rupted, telling him: "We were
kind of nervous here, too."
\ \s.\ and the Russian spat e
agency were investigating what
caused the problem.
"We don't exactly know the
nature of the spill ... but the
crew is doing well," Suffrcdini
said. "It's not a life-threatening
material."
The astronauts sounded an
alarm after the equipment began
smoking and turned off the ven
tilation system toauiid spreading
any fumes from leaking drops of
potassium hydroxide, which is
used to power batteries
Monitors showed that the
cabin air was safe. "It was just an
irritant issue," NASA spokesman
[ames i lurtslii'lcl said. 'The crew
did exactly the right things they
were trained to do."
It was thetypeor problem t hilt
is always in the back of crew

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

I THE I
BG
NEWS

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG \c\\s v\ill not know
Ingl) accept advertisements
il,,u discriminate, <H encourage djscnmtnation against
.un individual or jiump on (he
basis oi nit e sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability; status -*s
a vi'U'pjn. oi on ihr ktsisul .ui\
other U'calK protet ted status,
l in- BG News reserves the
ri|>ht to dn line discontinue or
revise any advertisement such
as ihosi- lounil to be defaniator\, lacking in factual basis,
iiiisli-adiim or false in nature.
All advrrllsi'inrnts air subject
to editing and approval.
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Management inc.
Findlav Pike Apts.

??«„,„//»> /&

42:i--4'4

1 xil ■ 5<><OriuTiif I--5 mid Rt 224

All. STADIUM SKATING

l'«rt> room SVSBaSMs for I.M 11 <l..s
p.niies or .in.ill icroupn
1 all for iiifiiiiimllttii

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
.GRIDIRON GANG |PG-I3i
7151000
THE BLACK DAHLIA mi
7 10 9 50
EVtRVONE'SHERO(G)
7:30 9 35
• THE COVENANT iPC-IS,
700920
THE WICKER MAN (P0-I1I
7 00 9 30
INVINCIBLE il.
7 00 9 30
ACCEPTED IN-1II
745 10-00
STEPUP(PO-UI
710 9:40
WORLD TRADE CENTER [PG-III 700945
TAUADE0A NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPO-Ill
7 05 930
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS mi
7 40 9 50
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE |K|
7 209:40

.WnMiy O

B

111/113 FindlavPk
Portage On
LARGE 3 & 2bdrmApts
Garage for 1 vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

/<f|fc!CA
Management Inc.

Graceland
(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm 1 bath 1 ear garage
Air condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

42:

f:f.'",

MOMHVTHr«S0\V\U SUTS. Al L SHOWS * I .jd
nUrMV-STMlU AIJ SMTS -111 SHI)WS*J..iO

APARTMENTS
For Rent

1745 Limerick - Shamrock Village
located behind Bob Evans Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage. Limit 2
people. $900.00 per month Tenant
pays utilities.

7.109.10

MONSTER HOUSE (CGI

710910
7 209 30

LITTLE MAN IP0-I3I

7:009 20
CLICK IP6-11I
A PRAIRIE H0KE COMPANION I PC-Ill 7:00 9:20
CARS1G1

7009:20

;ement Inc.

or check v/ebsile
www.me<cabq.c
lor complete listing

JOHN NEM/LOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
^19 I . UOOSM ■<
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Monday-Thursday
9:00am-7;30pm
Friday
9:00a rn-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

For Rent

'BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800 965-6520 e,l 174

CONDO FOR RENT-WESTON. OH
$650-mo - Sec. 2 BR. 1BA newly
remodeled, newer appliances W D
Satellite ready, private deck, garage,
attic storage, pets OK Assoc fees
incl in rent Please call Leslie
@419-494-4148

Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed will train.
Call alter 8pm 1 -877-258-2764

Myles Baker Street, a new pastry
shop close to campus, is hiring full
time and part time counter help
EARLY mornings, afternoons, and
weekends. Accepting applications at
Myles Dairy Oueen 434 E. Wooster
St 419-494-4468
For Sale

GUITAR amp Peavey XXL Head
Marshall 4x12 Cab Electric guitar
Ephiphone G-400 419-966-0S85

For Rent

SUSHI TUESDAYS
11 am until supply runs out
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Affordable 1 bdrm., quiet & cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo. plus electric 419-654-5716.

Like Water for Chocolate
FOUNDERS DINING CELEBRATES
Hispanic Heritage Month
Dinner September 20th
4:30-7:30
Check Out the Chocolate Fountain
Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt. looking for 1 subtsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr Sem. Fully furn
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd cable & internet rncld in
rent. $650 mo 216 538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Cozy, guiet 1 bdrm. apt in BG
$455mo No sec dep . no util.
For more into call 419-352-9979
Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately. 419-352-5239

JOIN US FOR DINNER
@ CAMPUS CORNERS
5pm ■ 9pm
Monday ■ Thursday
Meal Plans Accepted
Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom ol house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit $250 rent 419-354-6117.

Rooms lor rent on a month to month
basis Large bedrooms in small
town Good lor the serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
of finding sub-leasers. 5350 month
all utilities included. Serious inquiries only 419-352-9542 or e-mail
storres@bgsualumni.com

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time offer.
Charing Crass 419-352-0590

All Tires Sale Priced!

V

* C$t?V?&§> £$$X NITROGEN WITH ANY NEW TIRE PURCHASE

i When is the best time to buy new tires (ram Tireman?

I

Before you get a flat!,

BRAKES

i

0(L

CHANGE

I ON ANY:

On ANY @) New Tires

Include, FREE Alignment Check |
;■"■'-

'

Help Wanted

xaonuoaoMmwimwin ;i :*

Brake Service ;

r«onnMc»*ra,mfixMiuM.,!'MlMo!MBMCMftTiim>(x»mo« H.o^j

"

WE WELCOME COMPANV CAPS A WTKONAI, ACCOUNTS

NO PETS!

j|n

fllULHIMM

244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
S135.00 per month until 5/5/07

All Available Immediatley
THE ANT BULLY (PCI

TUESDAY
HOMESTYLE NIGHT
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE
COMFORT FOODS
4 30 pm - 7:30 pm
COMMONS BUFFET

602 Second Street. Apt. 2
Two Bedroom Apartment
Unfurnished within a house. Year
lease. S395 per mo. School lease
$450 per mo. Tenant pays all utilities.

905 Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn.$800.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities

V

i H V

-)Mv 8

1

' -'
: '.

3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle
Garage. A'C, WD hookup NO
PETS. $750 & util 419-353-8208

SEMESTER UNLIMITED TANNING
$59.00
CAMPUS TAN - 352-7889

1

0 Q
b 3 i

1 & 2 bedroom apt
New quiet location w laundry on site
Well maintained, w dishwasher
central AC Available Now.
Call Healher at 419-354-6036.

Personals

■

A

" Avail. Now Rms low as $225 Mo.
Also units starling 1 1 -07 S 07-08
S.Y ©cartyrentals com or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4-30-7
Founders Food Court

v i HX

V

t'our University. Your Store

EVERY TUESDAY
MEXICAN FIESTA

Hillsdale Apts.

*
"

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu

Campus Events

VARIITr MJJ"I
APART MI NTS

Management Inc.

1
V
3

i.

bookstore

• Ground floor ranch
•
•
•
•

ANSWERS
3

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

419-353-7715 1*5
\^( </rmsAU' (Y tnemaJ

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Single-handedly
Of the ear
Clobbers
G-man
"Twittering Machine" artist
Zany Martha
Poor performance
Fountain employee
"Dog and Butterfly" rock
group
Grad
Zero's home
Safin of tennis
Shuttle org.
Reunion group
Author of "Dred"
Tiptop
Yarn

Telephone: 419-372-2851

-FREE HEAT

1082 Fairvicw Avc
2 bdrms / 3 hdrin Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/washer/
Dryer in 2/3 hdrin.
Carporls
BGSU Bus Shuttle

44
45
46
49
50
52
54
57
61

NASA

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Management Inc.

1 Computer info
5 Staved container
9 Quitter's comment
14 Cassini ol fashion
15 Bologna eight
16 Drew or Mariah
17 Grimm meanie
18 Arab garments
19 Go in
20 Cruisin' locale
22 Managed with less
23 Dry run
24 Like linoleum buildup
25 Chart
28 Evening star
30 Beach toy
34 Turk's neighbor
36 FedEx rival
37 Forearm bone
38 Possible title for this puzzle?
42 Mustachioed surrealist
43 Part of TGIF

vsmceconasz

FREESHUTTLE""<qfiSgii"
INCLUDES
TO & FROM
Chassis Lubs
ws>
BGSU CAMPUS
FREE
Fluid Top-off•'
Satwacn Chan(M

tt» ftoirtli Mala StTMt • Acrou frw* ALOI Food.

Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetlreman.com
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